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and yield
four per cent, interest to the lender,
and this will come in a novel way
That is, a certificate may be obtained
for 64.12 for which 65 will be returned when it is due. This will inelude the interest compounded every
three months and relieve the holder
of all care or calculations. But-it will
not be necessary to pay over even the
64.12 all at once, It may be furnished
gradually by taking a 25-cent stamp
per week, to be had at any post office
and various other places of easy access until the sum is made up. There
may be multiples of what is in effe<t

tffBON

13, I860

To
December 27, 1916
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PRAISE FOR B. AND A.
BY I. C. C. EXAMINER

TO SWELL RED

fiere's Boptug £>ftat
Go AW the B e s i

that Is to be ofpeeple for loaning $2,« t least to their governaway, without deducting
H t lie regular resources
ftrpceesated to the form o f
ase called war savings certiflis not yet fully un: j » 4 t special committee has
It up for only a short
with the Treasand la just completThose certlflca*

*

A pril

storehouses this year, however, and
how much they have in them it is im
■
r o / K Q M P M R F R ^ IU P
possible to find out. But the railroad j Sonu? people are made to be slack
]
C R O SS M t W lb t K S n lr
ers,
in t h r if t
Some interesting facts regarding the has handled 5000 cars less so far than
The slogan from now till Christmas
tfc# greet leeeons o f the war
affairs of the Bangor & Aroostook it handled last year up to the sam e*^Ut the Irish were made to be cops;
is “A Heart and a Dollar Are All You
j Sauerkraut was made for Germans
| jM l by A M f n a a it that of
railroad were brought out at the rail time.
Need.” If enough people hear and
liv in g , as w ell as industry
Besides this it is clear that the lums^ag^etti was made for the wops;
road rate hearing in Boston, before
heed this cry the Red Cross will emI f it it well learned
were made tor the water,
the Interstate Commerce Commission her movement will be .mailer than I
erge with its desired new membership
at a permanent benefit
, . .
.
.
. „
. 'And bums were made for the booz*usual.
AU
the
lumber
men
tell
ot
their
j
T
1
.
, „
of 10,000,000. The drive will last until examiner, W ilbur La Roe
de ' Bankers were made for the money
w o rt* all its cost, apart
Christmas, and cities are already workBangor & Aroostook Railroad affaiis diffuu ties
triumph that will be won for
will not be able to e n t ^ " " money " as ,nade for th«
ing on their apportionment. Pennsyl- were ventilated at the rate hearing .dare that they
^
it and the IndepenEverything was made for something;
vania,
to
take
one
example,
is
planbefore
the
Interstate
C
ommerce
Commoie
than
-•>
p
<
i <f’lf
Everything but the miser,
'g#-; nations. Many efforts are
ning to enlist all its State, city, and mission examiner, Wilbur La Roe.
If a road is entit e< to a litth higher Lod made Wilson for President,
ftaAa now to Impress upon the
county employees. All public office- Percy R. Todd president of the load,late because of the operating dittu ul
iiui who iu H - made the Kaiser?
at the people the importholders, according to the Philadelphia was the only witness, and
his testi- ties, as the InterstateCommerce Com
thMUelves, as well as to
Press, are urged to “join” the Red mony indicated that the road is giv- mission admits, then the Bangor and
o f producing all they
for better signing of the highways, and
upf f that are really
the substitution of a standard of auto
tfeMr support and the sucmobile speed for Maine that shall’ be
tge g f f l t cause In which they
"reasonable and safe,” and the elimi
eagaged> i>tv(ng it applied
nation of the arbitrary mileage limit.
goat • effective manner and
In part Mr. Scates said:
all unnecessary waste. That
During the past year the Maine Auto
the war lesson its cost,
mobile Association has expended more
.Ha result sure and prove a
than $15,000 for the good roads pro
rttoggfe for all time to
paganda and the development of the
have to fa s y times given
tourist business in the State.
More
‘■fetter..much thought or realized
than $6,300 was expended on the Road
at the possible wealth of
Book, which is without doubt doing
f fo r the comfort of its
more to advertise Maine than any
i f f * felled to be brought forth,
other medium. The sum of 61015 wa»
that has been proexpended in maintaining an Informa
gas bean wasted in the process
tion Bureau which furnishes informa
YffW y a r d O f t )P discipline we are
tion to thousands of tourists all over
m ap'lto made to impress the
_______________________________
the country. When we add to these
so that it w ill give a higher
.--------- ---------------------------------------------------------------—----------- expenses, those of Legislative and
to the people, to their own a flve-dollar unit up to a thousand Cross ranks and assist in delivering ing a fairly efficient service and is . Aroostook road contends that it is en- publicity, postage and printing, and
satisfaction.
dollars, but no more. There is an a blow against the Kaiser and the fairly prosperous. Its operation for ( titled to as much consideration as the the saiary and expenses of our agent,
A Navel Transaction
other exceptional advantage in this forces against democracy which he a period of years has shown a decreas- railroads iu northern Michigan be- the amount reaches nearly $12,000.
Never in the history of our associalava arWoVarious ways of making particular loan. Not only may it be represents.” The annual report of the ing operating ratio, which is an un- j cause it has as hard operating condition has there been more t0 do thac
laaeon attractive, which Is the readily spread all over the country Red Cross Society just issued shows a usual result at the present time. Ex- j tions.
Snow plows with two engines have durlng the past year u hag been Jugt
w gg o f teaching any lesson and and distributed among Its hundred membership of over 5,000,000; and we aminer La Roe commented upon the
to
run almost constantly from Dec. one thing after another.
Foremost
read
that
of
the
$100,000,000
subscribcomparatively
good
showing
of
the
g g g moat readily accepted. One million and more people of all ages
15 to March 15, and passenger trains was the fight for the Mm Tax in the
ftffff is tost now being presented and conditions, but, If need be, any ed for the war-fund about $85,000,000 road, the fact that it can operate on
‘ff m l novelty In giving all the corticate can be disposed of at its have been collected, and $40,000,000 a comparatively small percentage of have to use two locomotives where Legislature which continued through
g T f r r ~ to become creditors •fun value with accrued interest at appropriated. Half of this amount its income, that it can put money out the grades are high. Track laying is the entire session, the bill not being
of its earnings into the maintenance suspended from November until June, signed until 2prll 7th Not only are
• g B t r i to which they, have any time, or it may be redeemed in has been devoted to France.
Something over $7,000,000 has been of the Property to such an extent that and when the frost comes out of the the members of this Association but
lb —•fr—ff their grateful like manner under simple rules.
government ha* already Plain instructions for it are to be is granted for use in other foreign coun- H nGed not carry any depreciation fund ground it is likely to come out from the people of the State are indebted
tow n tor this one fiscal sued.
tries. Some $3,300,000 has been ap and at the same time can pay a divid under one rail before it gets out from t0 the committee who had charge of
under the other, making operations the M„
For three month8 there waa
t o d s ata ri? $1,000,000,000
propriated and $7,659,000, returnable, end of 4 per cent, to its stockholders.
A Chance For Everyone
It
was
brought
out
also
that
when
it
dangerous.
hardly
a
day
but one or more of the
Mass o f the war, and it w ill
Now there are great advantages in |advanced to the Chapters to buy maOne of the grave difficulties comes j Committee was at Augusta in the inla c o n oat o f the fruits of ibis savings certificate loan. It w ill terial. The report covers the work issued bonds it gave away some com
sa totfrlso la oae way or come out o f what would not other between May 10 and November 1; and mon stock as a premium to purchas from war conditions. The company terest of the bill, giving their time
It w ffl net a ll be expended wise be saved, and so deduct nothing at the present rate of expenditure the ers of bonds, but that it has since put needs more cars. It started to buy|and paying thelr transportaUon end
year, hat It w ill have to be from the reepuces which the Govern- $100,000,000 won’t last 'much beyond back money into the property to cover ; new cars, but the government requests hotel bills. Not a penny was asked the par value of all that common |the roads not to buy new cars now.1for or paid t0 a member of the Com_
to afterward to cirrjr
or ^
industries and business spring.
stock.
j Then it bought 200 old freight cars 1mittee even f0 r‘expenss.
k tsr which It Is pro- fWP6 making
making use of. It w ill draw nothWhat has been done for the Army
In
view
of
this,
the
examiner
could
out west t0
strengthened before j
New p etour |_aw
is not In ^
out( while turning a generous sum and Navy? When the United States
The act provjding a mJU ^
^
otthr a means of In for the support o f the cause in entered the war, the Red Cross had not understand why the company,they were delivered. After the work
should
appear
now
and
ask
for
an
inof
rePair
been
started
at
one
facroads
aiso
contains
a
new
detour
lawaad dlstrtbut- which the country is engaged with its ready and mobilized within a fortnight
jtory the government notified the rail- In the highway construction problem
thot has to be man power and its financial power. six base hospital units, each compos crease in rates.
To this President Todd replied that 10at* ^ a t the factory as needed for notbjng bas caused more complaint
J6 Is to the things that must Then it w ill give all the people of the ed of 22 surgeons and physicians, 2
the support o f armies and country, the families of which they dentists, 65 Red Cross nurses, 152 en in these proceedings the increase ask-'
tnan detours. If a tourist gets stuck,
fogpMss that war opera are made up, men, women and grow listed men of the Reserve Corps. It ed for will amount to only $20,000 ai ° Tf n° . ,
p a^e'
110 matter whether it is on the main
, , .«
. . .
Unable to get enough cars that way,
,ari nr Q
. ,
enough must be ing children, a direct interest in what now has .9, more than a dozen in year A
to the company, but the principal' .
..
^
A .. 1Jaa or a detour, he is stuck, and con.
,.
.
..
.. . the railroad started to build 150 at its (.PmiPnnv man
i
port o f those who are It is doing. It w ill stimulate the spirit France, some of them intended for reason for
asking for it now is that i
,
, ,
.4
. , , -equentiy mad. The new law is aa
°
own
yards
and
bought
all
the
material
fnii„wc.
at home. Experience o f loyalty and patriotism and a keen
,
...............
. . . .
ionows.
hospitals of 500 beds. Forty-five am it will bring about a more scientific
plants to be
are the greatest Interest in what Is going on. It will bulance companies, each of 123 men, relation in the scale rates, and this, and carried it to its . own
becomes necessary
to
..
.
, "Whenever it --------------------w
.
. . ..
assembled. Although it secured more close a State hiehwav in travel
the practical things in lead to a better understanding of what have been trained and mustered into time seems to the
company to be the i
.
• ............ ....
.
.. ____ .
.gnA?.ay to travel on.
|tom schools and books, is at stake and what free government the Army Medical Corps, and most of mofy appropriate to secure readjust employees than it had before, it could account of construction, before suck
commis not get more than 75
cent, effi -State niaJwya^ l$
i now touching this great means for them and for nations gen
them are in active service. To the ment. All the other carriers in New
sion shall establish the most practical,
an<l I1^
to be constructed, have the same pro
erally. It w ill not only help substan Navy have been furnished five base hos England are asking for a rate increase jc|®ncy OU*.
Without Effort
tially In canrying. on the war for a pital units, two of which are on the now, and the Bangor & Aroostook iabandon the idea of assembling the perly signed at all intersecting road3

tea will run for five years

,
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great purpose until that is accom other side; and 8 naval-station hos needs the extra $20,000 that it hopes ‘ ar(s ,wlth , t s " ien , T '’ ™
ma'
.
. .
.
...
.
. i terial was collected and shipped away
plished, but w ill help to insure a peace pital units. Then- there is the gener to get to cover losses that are almost,
Laconia to be assembled bv
I g
y
which w ill last and prevent the need al Red Cross hospital at Philadelphia certain to come in the future.
~ — ,-k" 1,',lng company.
of any such terrible sacrifice in the used by the Navy; there are four moPresident Todd accounted for the
world again. It w ill help to carry bile laboratory units tor emergency company’s fixed charges, indicating ' cept|0n and construction of the Bangor
civilization forward and upward in a service; there
Bureau of Sani that there jg not going to be any drop 1& Aroostook Rallroa(, and of lts flna„.
- - - - - is the
.
short time to an extent that has taken tary Service, which aids the State and in expenses next year, but on the . . .
.
. .
, _
,
*
t . , ,cial struggles during the past few
centuries before. A ll this in addition local authorities in looking after sani- . . . . . .
other hand, there is almpst certain to ^years, and at the request of Mr. La.
to the great lesson of thrift in its full tary conditions in places near encamp- be a drop in revenue. One reason for Roe filed a statement c,f tbe earnings
and generous sense, and in no narrow; ments and naval stations; the Bureau expecting this falling off is that there jand expenge for a perlod ot year8, and
•elfish way. It will thereby contri-' 0f Camp Service
keeps the soldiers;are not so many potatoes to move.|also a stateraent showing the antlcl.
bute to prosperity in a kind and de- and sailors comfortable from the mo For about 11 years President Todd has pated earnings and expected increases
gree never known before.
ment they join the colors; the Atten been trying to find out the exact con- ; in expense for the year 1918.
tion Service attends to their mail, tele dition in the potato growing district, | The Examiner a8ked tor an explagrams, money-orders; the Bureau of has been trying to find out how many|nation of the low operatlng cost as
Camp Service bestows ‘comfort kits,’ potatoes are raised and what the far- compared with that of other New Eng‘knitted outfits.’
mers are doing with them, and Mr. land raiiroads, stating that the ex-

Biff Line o f —

- 4 » Fnneff Boxes in —

r ' s W in d o w

Saturday
Dec. 29

WHO'S WHO?

1 sTee?s^nd^r„<l t,,l » Stf e,h' ^ Wair
er streets indicating the principal town
or city in either ^ c t o n and cause
the detour road to be put in proper
condition to withstand the travel and
State highway being constructed is
If the commission
neglects to so sign, establish or maintain such detour road the same shall
be done by order of the Governor and
council. Whenever practical the travel
a^ “
P «™ 1
i“ ed 1°
*
thfcom Ssston shall then canse^to^e
erected the following sign at either
end of the construction work; ‘State
y?akd
^ a8s„ a' y°,ur
"tta* 5 5 5 S t a ° T a i
State highway the commission shall
cause the immediate removal of all

More than 3,000 Red Cross nurses Hoover has been trying for some time pense account, 0r cost of earning a Sl T h /p eop^, especially^he1, automcare in active service, 2,000 abroad, 14,- to obtain the same information, but donar, on the Bangor & Aroostook was biiists are navinir for tho maria fin<i
.
.y under
g . ° rconstruction
the roads and
000 enrolled. They volunteer at the they have not been able to find out. go
so mucb
muen lower
rower as
as to
to need
neeu explanation
expianauon. whjle
a road,P lg
the
rate of 1,000 a month Of the work of j The ,armers wl11 not ‘ e11 u is eTl‘ | ,Mr. Todd replied that the other New people wh0 are paying the bilfn are
the Red Cross women, who shall speak dent. however, that the potato crop England railroads had many difficulties sureiv entitlpd to a dpront riotnup
well enough? In seveh months ‘13,000,-1
year was between 30 and 40 per wbjcb djd no^ exist on his line, refer-1
000 separate articles of surgical dres- cent, short. There is storage capa- jng particularly to the enormous teriflhts on Vehicles
sings, hospital supplies, and clothing’ ! d ty for about 7,000,000 barrels along rajnai expense to which other roads
er *
unsucce®8fu* attempts
have been sent abroad. This is in ad- the raHroad and there are not more were subjected on account of having we were a e
1 6 lastLegisladition to great quantities furnished to j than 1,000,000 barrels stored today. so many important cities on their lines ^ure t0 enac^ a w requiring nearly all
horse drawn vehicles to carry lights,
American camps and cantonments.
The farmers have built their own Jwith expensive yards and enormous
The laws of the last Legislature did
.....
........ .
freight and passenger facilities to
not become operative until July 7th.
'maintain, and added that his company
. ,
had been fortnnate in anticipating FJom * hat ®°“>d ^ learnad*t apP®argreatly increased prices for coal and ®d f
law would become a
materials and two or three years ago dead letter unless something waa done,
had made some long time contracts 0f I Consequently a publicity campaign
which it was now reaping the benefit. Iwas ‘” ‘>“*'*™ ‘®d- Po»‘«n> were printI Examiner La Roe remarked that this ®d and, sa“ t
postofflce and
explanation was good as far as it|livery ,etable,ln th® S^ te wia*
went, but did not coyer the entire ; « ueBt to poe,t’„and a fe,w " eeba latar
case as a most important item in keep
Copies of the law were printed and
ing down the cost had been omitted,
sent to the Mayors and Marshals of
undoubtedly on account of the modes
cities and Selectmen and Constables
ty of the witness; i. e. “good manage- ^ 4
ment,” which was shown in a marked !of towna’ callin? on them to en,orce
the law. Articles were written and
degree by the company of adminissent to the press and an opinion was
tration shown by the statements filed
obtained from
Judge Whitehouse,
with the Commission.
which was not only sent to the larger
Cross-examination was made by At
papers but was set up in plate and
torney King for the Interstate Com
sent to all the small country papers.
merce Commission and Mr. Rantoul,
Letters were also sent to all members
the newly appointed rate expert for
of the Association to do what thdy
the Public Utilities Commission of
could in their respective localities.
Maine.
As a result of this campaign, owners
I grow all o f these but the Roses, so you are
of horse drawn vehicles began equiping their carriages with lights. There
The annual meeUng of the Maine are still certain localities where special
sure o f receiving the best. I can give you
Automobile Assn., was held in Auburn work is required.
more for your money than anyone else.
last week, and was one of the most
Dimmer Law
successful ever held by the Associa
A somewhat Bimiliar campaign was
tion.
carried on in regard to the dimmer
A review of the work of the Maine law although not as extensive. The
Automobile Association during the blinding glare of high powered head
year 1917 in enforcing the new detour |llghtg £ ; gource of' danger M d it

Flowers for
January

T o Our Patrons
W r wish to extend the Season’s Greetings—and
tfcaak one and aU for the, most liberal patronage
dfffif

the Holidays and the past year.
................... ..

......... i

— ........... ........ —

.

For the boffafit of the belated buyer, we would
fiffy that we havo anticipated bis needs, and that
wo toil! hare a beautiful stock of Gift Jewelry,—

Nek a toock as it shown mdy in large city stores.
art

Have your fUms developed, printed and enlarged
------------- -------------- H E R E ----------------------------

* 4 n ,{

Roses, Violets,
C arn a tio n s , S w e e t P e a s
and Narcissus--------

MAINE AUTO ASSN.

Not how cheap but how good

J. D. P e r r y
F t o kos m v$d you fa r 96 yearo
, J S W f t l , B I t Aim O P T O M E T R I S T
K him M S » HOUSTON

C H A D W I C K

------------- florist-----—-----ConMrvatoriffi 16 High S t H o u lto n , M e.

law as w ell as statutes regarding
lights on vehicles, headlight dimmers
and other measures, waa contained in
the annuan-epdrt o f Hon. John Clark
Scates, Westbrook, secretary and
treasurer.
In addition Mr. Scates made a strong
appeal for the improvement o f traffic
conditions in the cities, especially ns
regards carelessness o f pedestrians,

daty o f every automobilist to see
' that ^
tow l8 enforced. I f the pre• ent
o t tne PubMc u tilities
CommiBgion ^
not adequate er satisfactory it has the power to change
them.
Change o f Speed Lim it
A n arbitrary speed lim it expressed

Continued on Pecs &

fr* ’
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31st, from 7.30 to 12 P. M. A special his previous lectures, Fatty has made star trotter of Maine and his race w in-1Fort Fairfield raceman. He is said
program is to be given.
a tremendous hit with patrons of this ning record of 1917 proves that he de- to have beaten Bravas 2.18 on the ice
The Christina^ Cantata, “ Santa theatre and it is safe to predict that serves the title.
last winter so he must he set down as
Claus Advice" was given by the M. in this production he will send everyOthers in the Tingley stable are a a good one.
E. S. S. at the Grange Hall. Houlton. one away with a smile. Among other yearling sister to Bangor, a two year
Others that should finish in the
Saturday P. M., and at the M. E. pictures ottered are "Current events" old colt by Bangor dam the good race front row at the races are Thornhill
on a business trip.
^Church Sunday evening. Much credit the latest news film and a comedy Exiona. 2.20*4. and a pair of fillies 2.19*£,. property of Fred Campbell,
• Miss Beatrice Moir of Houlton spent
(jue ajj those who took part and al- subject.
three and four years old by Bangor Don, the bay pacer that defeated StraTho Red Cross will meet at Mrs. Christmas Eve and Christmas with her |sQ to Mrf. Eb,)ett Mrs. McDonald, and
Dorothy Dalton’s new starring vedam the great old mare. Dolly Bid- thleen Burns 2.1414 on the ice last
Guy Herron’s, Thursday.
sister, Mrs. Fred Bither.
; the{,. assistants, for their efforts in hide, "The Flume of the Yukon," a well, that has a record of 2.08*/
2, trot-|winter, now owned by Chas. Starkey,
Mrs. H. F. Lougee was a Christmas
Misses Marion French, Winnie Logie >maj.jng the event successful.
Triangle play by Monte M. Katterjohn. ting and has produced six colts with Edgeworth 2.23*/4 that is much faster
shopper in Houlton, Wednesday.
and Byron Ivy, spent Sunday with Ed 1
-------------------------produced under the supervision of fast records.
than his record, owned by Fred HarMrs. F. I.. Dickey and children, were Bliss and family. Houlton.
j
Thomas H. luce, will be shown TuesThe successful trainer. \V. YT. Douse rigan.
visiting relatives in Houlton, WedesMr. and Mrs. Otis Bither went to ! Mell Williams caught a fine hob-cat day, Jan. 1
passing the winter in Houlton hut ' Geo. Donnelly's, Wild Bill a 2.20
day.
Millinocket on Monday to spend Xmas j one day last week.
It is during the period of '98, when |has disposed of all the horses he trotter that tries to live up to his
Guy Herron and w ife went to Houl with Mr. and Mrs. Byron Burton.
Amity Red Cross Auxiliary and the gold mad crowds pack the little brought here, excepting the fast pac- ' name.
ton, Saturday where they will spend
Born to Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Botting, Cary Red Cross Auxiliary had a sup- town of Hope City, Alaska. Dorothy
mg mare, Estelle Cochato, 2.17>4. that j Helen T owned by Howard Tingley
Xmas with relatives.
a baby boy. on Wednesday, Dec. 19th, per at the Grange Hall. Dec. 19. a good Dalton appears as the "Flam e," a haris considered a good prospect for the and Minneihaha. owned by Fred Har« Mrs. D. W. McLaughlin, Mrs. C. D. at the home of Preston McKeen.
supper was furnished for which o v e r'p y of the dance hall.* Many thrilling 1918 races.
j rison. have each been timed quarters
McLaughlin and Carl McLaughlin were
Miss Helen Ruth returned home $26.00 was realized the proceeds were episodes are enacted in the hall, where
H.
G.
Dibbiee
has
a
new
one
in
the
on the ice in 31 seconds. One that
Xmas shoppers In Houlton, Friday.
Saturday from a 2 Weeks visit with divide(, between the two Auxiliaries. gamblers, miners and all types of men
black pacer Directum Regent. 2.09*4.1 will be missed is Don Foss, that figurAmong the Xmas shoppers in Houl her aunt, Mrs. Geo. Jones in Hodgdon.
The Cary Red Cross had a sale o f ' meet to try their luck with the roulette that is said to he able to step a quar- ed in several match races. He was
ton, Saturday, were, Mrs. H. H. Drew,
Mr, and Mrs. Roy Niles, Mr. and Mrs. fancy work, quilts, Red Cross Bags, i wheel. In one exciting scene “ the
ter to the ice in 30 seconds. He also sold last summer and found a new
Mrs. Basil Drew and Mrs. W. B. Ran Millard Moore of Houlton, spent Xmas
aprons and in fact most everything flame" succeeds in breaking the hank has a roan pacer by Ambulator, 2.09*,& home in Penobscot County,
dall.
with their parents, Mr. and Mrs. L. J. you could think of. They made a ! and getting the money that her sweetthat is called the best of the green
Mias Feneda Hawksley was taken Bubal*.
good thing of it. Interest in Red heart has lost in a crooked game.
pacers around town.
i
to the Aroostook Hospital where she
Mr. Hartley* Stewart who clerks in
Cross work in both places is good. !
-------------------------W
ill
Reed
has
his
old
standby
the
‘
underwent an operation for appendi Campbell’s bakery was a Sunday guest
The Sunday School at the Baptist
big
pacing
mare,
Smyrna
Vassar
mat-!
citis.
of his parents, Mr. and Mrs. W illie
“Blood will tell.” Blotches a n d
Church had a Christmas Concert and j As the ice racing season draws near inee record 2.24*4
He says he w ill'
-Word was received here that Frank Stewart.
blemishes,
like murder, will
tree on the evening of the 22nd. It Houlton horsemen are indulging in start with the fast ones this winter!
DeWltt who was found at Bridgewater
Miss Flora Adams who has been
out,
unless
the blood is kept
was all good, Albert Reed was Santa much speculation regarding the speed and will try to he in sight when they ■
a week ago, so badly frozen, will re teaching in Littleton, is
spending
pure. Its purity restored
Claus,
the
children
were
well
drilled
()f
the
many
new
horses
that
have
been
j
tinish
cover which is gratifying news to ‘ his Xmas vacation with her father. Mr.
protected by the faithful use of
and much credit is due their Superin- ; brought to town in the last few months |
many friends. He has a wife and five Geo. Adams.
i Fred Vose is seen daily jogging the
tendent, Mrs. Howard Lyeetfe and There have never been so many fast
children the oldest being six years
handsome stallion Gen. Constantine
Mr. Joe Green who is foreman in
their
teacher Miss Velma Briggs. The ones quartered in Houlton and lovers
while the youngest is only a month the woods for a lumbering crew, spent
2.ir>*/L> that is one of the showiest act
trees were prettily trimmed with tin-1 of racing expect great sport when the
ors around Houlton. The green trotters
old.
Sunday with his little daughter. Lois,
sel, glass ornaments, corn bags, etc. 1season opens.
Sam McKinney by Bingara that Fred
at the home of Mr. L. O. Sawyer.
Flags were used in decorating. The j The well known trainer, John WilCox
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! is “ spl*‘ ndid story' ful‘ ° r lomic
Love appears in the role of the wily Bern. Duff-8 home last Sunday.
Collector of Taxes of the Town of
Mias Edith Byron of Island Kails, |touches, b>it on<‘ that strikes a drama
forslgflslr. The member-* of the sup
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mission of the Assessors of St. John
that a treat is In store for all those Church if the weather permits next
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Miss Edith D,.« who h»* hwn tsscband topical subjects arc o f - j sate of the Umber on the Public Lot*
fernd whi ch win unnp'it in ill ,.1^^., *o said Plantation, for the logging.
Thomaston High School, is home rerefl " n,Ul vvHI aW)eaI to ‘*» <
( ^ . , son ot J917. i y is
|
r the Christmas holidays.
* Monday. Dec. 3 . comes the fifth i
Forrest H. Colby.
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Mr. Ervin Adams spent Saturday
episode of the thrilling Vitagraph ser-J
Laud Agent.
and Sunday with Lewis Bither in Houl
,ial “ The Fighting Trail" which is jamton.
met! to the very end with swift, action !
KAKE over the interior of your home at
Mr. and Mrs. Geo. McKay spent Sun
Miss Lucille Royal of Castine. Me., and desperate chances, in watching j To Delinquent Tax payers.
All
trifling cost.
Winter is coming, chase
day In Houlton with Chas. Holmes and is the guest of relatives in town.
this story unfold upon the screen one ( bixes for the year 1917 should be
family.
Ithe gloom from every room with sensible,
Mr. Almon Hunter of Amesbury. canned help hut wc.uit r how scene; I paid at once, to avoid interest, extra
costs, and being advertised,
Mr. Daniel Hilyard of Fort Fairfield Mass., is the guest of his parents, Mr.
economical wall paper, for new wall paper lends
so realistic civi possibly he taken j
W. K. SW E TT,
spent several days here last week with and Mrs. J. M. Hunter.
Collector of Taxes.
Fatty Arbuckle » il! also he seen o;
charm and cheer to the whole house. The living
friends.
A watch, night service will be held this |)ri,onin] j„
Ollti e. Dnnlton & Leighton’s No. 69
'kirunn-'u:
room, that dining room; make them smile again.
Miss Clarice Sawyer visited with
. Main St.
at Cte N. B. Church at the Corner. Dec. (.cmo(iy t.ntitl-rl "A .ountv Hero. ... in
Mrs. Harriet Rhoda. Houlton several
!
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D O I T ------dtfys last week.
Speed op hand for sale
Mr. and Mrs. J. C. Moir of Houlton
The:---' colts and horses are right
spent last Friday with their daughter.
; ivom the Now York sale, bred right
D o colds go down to your throat? Are your oronchial an.l will he sold right.
Mrs. Fred Bither.
Mr. Allan Adams and family from
Fit for fun or to rat-.*1. Come in and
tubes easily affected? Above all, do colds settle on your
look them over.
Crystal spent Xmas day with Mr. and
Main Street
Houlton, Maine
chest? Then your lungs may not b e as strong as you
Horses and eolts trained. Get your
Mrs. Geo. Adams.
i;e i ones ready for the ice.
expected— consumption often follows.
Mr. Ray Young was in Oakfield and
Terms
reasonable,
satisfaction
guaranteed. Located at the "Radigan
Mount Chase several days last week
Stable."
DEALER
IN
PULLMAN
AUTOMOBILES
JOHN N. W ILLA R D
1
Houlton, Me.
how often children suffer from worms
24 .Military St.
they would take care and guard against
5i)tf
this ooonaon aliment of childhood.
Signs of worms are: De
ranged .stomach, swollen up
per lip, sour stomach, o f
fensive breath, hard and fult
belly with occasional gripings
•aad palna about the navel,,
S o o tt's Em u lsio n
^pale faoe of leaden tint, eyes
2=.TZl'TVTJ.heavy and dul1* twitching
M A R G U E R I T E C L A R K IN “ T H E V A L E N T I N E G I R L "
n,,. The imported Nomegian cod liver oil used in Scmtt’» Emwloion la now radqwl la
eyelid* Itching of the noee, itching of the
cur Own American laboratories wlucb guarantee* It free from impurities*
Scott Sc Bowne, Bloomfield. N. J.
1F->1
oou* h> * r,n<3in* <>f the
teeth, little red points sticking out on
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1917 TAX NOTICE

A r e Y o u r Lungs S tro n g 7

FRANK S IN C O C K

Good Physicians Everywhere Prescribe

IF MOTHERS ONLY KNEW

Because Its Pure Cod Liver Oil is Famous

for strengthening delicate throats and weak lungs while its glycerine
soothes the tender linings and alleviates the cough.
Start on
today—It is Nature's
building-food without drugs or alcohol.

S " * * AUrtlD|r dur,n*
slow fever
.°4
V* r * ° *•? "» * * > Dr. True discoverformula of Dr. True’s Elbcer, the
Family Laxative and Worm Expeller.
nince then people have been writing us
letter, like this:
“ My little gfandTn all cases of croup, stuffy colds and all throat and lung tumbles is gives
aaughter had pinworm. very badly, and
after taking part of a bottle of Dr. True’s quick relief and a cure soon follows. No opiate, pleasant to take. Recom
EHxer to very much better. Mrs. Geor mended by thousands; at^all dealers in medicines in 25c and 5<tr bottles.
gia PfeUpot, Houston, Texas.”
This re Take no substitutes; remember the name.

F O R T H E C H IL D R E N 'S S A K E U S E

B A LLA R D ’S G O L D E N

O IL

medy has a world-wide reputation as the
A letter to Ballard Golden Oil Co.. Oldtown, Maine.;
I feel as il I ( a;i
one aafe and reliable remedy for worm,
truthfully
say
a
word
of
praise
for
Ballard’s
Golden
Oil.
We have used it
aad stomaeh disorder, for both youna
several years in our family and find it has no equal for coughs, colds, sore
and old. A t dialers’. " _ '
throat and all lung troubles. W e are never without it.
40c, 00c, and . fi.OO
Write US.
{/Artur*. MM** I
MRS. C. F. SMITH, Washburn, Maine
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WED., DEC. 26

THURS., DEC. 27

B E S S I E B A R R I S C A L E IN “ A H A T E R O F M E N "

FRI., DEC. 28

V I V I A N M A R T I N - J A C K P IC K F O R D IN “ T H E G IR L A T H O M E ”

SAT., DEC. 29

V A R IETY DAY - SH O R T F E A T U R E S - “ N E W S "

MON., DEC. 31
TUES., JAN. 1

F IF T H C H A P T E R O F

T H E F I 6H T I N 8 T R A IL
D O R O T H Y D A L T O N IN

F A T T Y A R B U C K L E in

A COUNTRY HERO
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GOOD BLO O D

“Blood will tell.’* Blotches a: a!
blemishes, like m urder, will
out, unless the blood is kept
pure. Its purity is restored and
protected by the faithful use of

BEECHAM’S
PILLS

'Vi c'-t ;p
"M t rot t.

pa ra dim

IT

In

Sale of Any Medicine in the World,
Sold erery where. In boxee, iOc., 25c.

j >* *<-»■ j i j i *i *i• J s , i 111 7
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\\ a s h i n i n o n .

A t l m i n s i rat i o n

h;is s e a l

me

lim.n.nli

\Y a r

i he

t h e f o l l o w ino- a d v i c e ;

"The information comes to us tlutt tlm I. W. \Y. have
planned this winter to use concentrated lye and roach
powder for the killing of cattle and Iiors in yards and
S um! pens It is said lye on rock salt causes m
.-ores ulcers in tlie stomach and rots tin foot and
many people will think it foot, and month disease,
furth.cr said muriatic and nitric acid fed in hran
cause tilers on hoys' stomachs and cause tlrnm to me.
closely resembling hoy cholera."
Ihi not iynore this because the I. \\ . \\ . have not been very
in this territory. I hat may lie a reason why they would
attempt to injure cattle Imre rath er than in districts wlmr*'thev
arc known to he opera tiny. Watch your cattle carefully and
beware i d’ s trail ye help.
I'KIH’Y K. TDlili. President.

Collector’s Advertisement of sale
lands of non-resident owners.

of

AT THE DREAM

State of Maine

J

j

REWARD

EAST H0DGD0N

HOULTON WATER CO

UNNEUS

H0DGD0N
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1917 TAX NOTICE

NOTICE

A re You r Lungs S tr o n g ft

colds go down to your throat? Arc your oronchial
tubes easily affected? Above all, do colds settle on your
chest? Then vour lungs m ay not be as strong as you
expected— consumption often follows.
Do

j .: k .! Mi ii

£

•1f>e.

PV,

Write US.

and

J! <>9

U Auburn, Maine,

The imported Norwegian cod liver oil u*rd in Scett’a Emulsion Is liow retoed iu
our own American kibornlories which gunrare.t «■« it free fn'iu iinptiritirs.
Scott ^ liowne, Bloomfield. N. J.

iT-gl

F O R T H E C H I L D R E N S S A K E U SE

BALLAR D ’S G O L D E N

O IL

Tn all cases <u empp. stuffy col d- and all t h r> o* i and lune
ta
and A",

,
i» * Reoo,
I,,,l

i
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! i i a; i
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pleasant

mended by thousand.-: at,al l d e a L ' i - in inr*di< ineT<ake no sii hstitutes: renienihei’ tin* name.
A letter to Bal lard Gold, n Oil

Oldtt.un.

truthful l y ; ay a word of praise for Bal l ar d' s

in 2 >■

Uii.

used
sevf' ial year s in our family and timl it has no equal for cough ., < Id'
throat and all lnng troubles.
W e are never without ji
AIRS. ( ’. F. S M I T H ,

W a s h b u r n . Mai ne
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!i-f
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on

real <*-faf

d o w n ot Oaktndd atoie.-aid. ioi" Hie vear

( <cint v of

e.t non re-i.'lent o wne r s in fin*

CHT. romniitted to in** for , oiler

tion for said T o w n on the thirtieth day of April. 1917. remain unpai d;
notice i- hereby given

that

due therefor, includi ng interest

further notice af publC
Afondav in February.
Name
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< harges,
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Far? of lot A’o
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Wal t . •' l.ak*

1'et Mill >*■!■

d.M

first

Amt. of T a x
inf

M.

without
t he

Al

due

F

ami

if said taxes with interest and c ha r ges are not

previ ously paid, so much of the real estate taxed as is sufficient
amount

19 1■

of

WRIGHT.
T a x e s ,o i

fp.tiO
10. $2

To wn

m

IA K E o v e r t h e i n t e r i o r o f y o u r h o m e a t
t r i f l i n g cop.1.
W i n t e r is c o m i n g , chase
|th e g l o o m f r o m every room w i t h sensible,
e c o n o m i c a l w a l l p a p e r, f o r n e w w a ll p a p e r lends
e h a i r n and c h e e r to the w h o l e house.
T h e liv in g
i c o d '. th;tt d in in g room: m a k e th em sm ile again.
W A L L

P A P E R

W I L L

D O

I T

Houlton,

t i.

i N PULLMAN

---------

M aine

A U T O M O B I L E S

T heatre
MARGUERITE CLARK

IN

“ THE VALENTINE GiRL

BESSIE BARRISCALE IN "A HATER OF MEN"
VIVIAN MARTIN-JACK PICKFORD !N “ THE GIRL AT HOME'
VARIETY DAY - SHORT FEATURES - “ NEWS"
CHAPTER

OF

f THE FIGHTING TRAIL

DOROTHY DALTON i n

of
::S!

Oak ti*‘ld

WALL PAPER

*it..a
*, * 11 Ql
k l.

-•<dt- i r ;;
, V ill! ill-

; FIF T H

Maine

Gol den

)

f h"

r. ot ( takt'el<i. j.

-it ua t •'! in tin

■a t lit! 7

til.

DEALER

for strengthening delicate throats and wf.fL lungs while ils glycerin**
soothes the tender linings and alleviates the cough.
Start on S o o tt's E m u ls io n today—It is Nature’s
building-food without drugs or alcohol.

No opiate,

'll la lidlo

FRANK S IN C O C K

Voi i. ■I righ:.

Good Physicians Everywhere Prescribe

qili, k relief atid a cure soon follow:-.

( npani
\ roostook

---------

IF MOTHERS ONLY KNEW

!. .v. often children suffer frmn wunr."
thoy would take rare and guard agtin-t
thl? common ailment of childhood
Signs of worms are:
Doranged stomach, swollen up
per 1ij». -our stomach, otf**nsivo »>roath, lord and full
holly with oooaslonal gripingand pains about the navel,
pale face of leaden tint, eves
IMiMvkbLMM heavy and dull, twitching
eyelids, itching of the nose, itching of the
urn >hort dry cough, grinding of the
?*Vth. little red points sticking out on
fongne, starting during sleep, slow fevvr
over 60 years ago Dr. True di.soverthe formula of Dr. True’s Llixer, the
Family Laxative and Worm G.xpoller
Since then people have been writing us
letters like this:
**My little gf.u.ddaughter had plnworms very badly and
after taking part <>f a bottle of Dr. Tr u e’s
Klixer Is very much better. Mi.-,, i;,.,,,-.
gia Phllpot, Houston. Texas.”
This re
medy has a world-wide reputation ns the
one safe and reliable remedy for worms
and stomach disorders for both young
and old. .\( dealers’.
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Mr. and Mrs. Albert K. Stetson
Herbert Wallace and family spent
Christmas in Woodstock with rela spent Christmas with her mother. Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. H. B. Crawford who
Hewes in Danforth.
tives.
attended tlio annual meeting < : the
The officers lor Houlton Grange for
Miss Annie Peabody, of Portland. • Mrs. W. H. Constantine, of Bangor, State Grange in Lewiston, last week,
the coming year have been chosen ais spending Christmas with her mother is the guest of her mother, Mrs. Sus- were elected Assistant Stewards.
follows:
rm Briggs, during the holidays.
on Water St.
Both have taken a great interest in
Master
H. B. Crawford
Harold
Mcllroy,
of
Bridgewater,
Wm. Manuel who is attending Har
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Little of David
the Grange work and Mr. Crawford as
B. W. Goodin of the TIMES Job de
Overseer
F. R. Logan
spent
Christinas
at
home
with
his
vard Medical School, arrived homo
Master of Houlton Grange has con
portment, spent Christmas in Old- son, spent Christmas in town with rel
Mrs. Olin Rideout
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Howard Mcll ducted its affiairs most successfully. Lecturer
Saturday,
for
the
holidays.
atives.
tewn.
Chaplin
John Crawford
Miss Alice Harrison of Foxcroft, Me roy.
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Klein are re
Jttn Mansur Is at home from St.
J. F. Hussey
Steward
The
Community
Christmas
tree
com
is the guest of her sister, Mrs. G P.
ceiving
congratulations
on
the
birth
Joseph’s academy, Portland for the
Asst.
Steward
Wm. Callnau
mittee
secured
$200
in
cash
which
was
Clifford, for a short time.
of a daughter, last week.
holidays.
At the Methodist parsonage on W ed Lady Asst. Steward Mrs. Fred Logan
used
in
furnishing
gifts
and
dinners
Henry
Owen
of
Boston,
was
in
town
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Fortier are re
Mr. and Mrs. Murray Cottle of AuWm. Scribner
Monday to attend the funeral of his for the needy. This work was done nesday afternoon, December 20th, Mr. Gate Keeper
hmmhundred home last week,to spend ceiving congratulations on the birth
Mrs. Wendall Porter
in conjunction with the Salvation Benjamin W. Hammond and Miss Se.-y.
' brother-in-law F. R. Smith,
of
a
daughter,
last
week.
the winter.
Madeline Crawford were united in mar- |Ree. Secy
Mrs. Roland Hovey
Miss Margaret Wilkins returned j Rev. H. A. Clifford of Portland, \>ho Armv.
Hon. Charles P. Allen, of Presque
riage by the Rev. Thomas Whiteside, i Treas.
Geo. McGinley
has
been
the
guest
of
Dr.
G.
P.
C
lif
Isle, was a business visitor In town home last week from Colby for the
The single ring ceremony was used j Ceres
Mrs. H. B. Crawford
ford.
has
returned
to
his
home,
holidays, with her parents.
one day last week.
Mrs. Frank Logan
The members of the woman’s divi and the wedding was a very interest- j Flora
Dr. and Mrs. Jackson have moved j Leonard McNair, a student at H. C.
Mrs. Harry Little, of Davidson has
ing
and
pretty
one.
The
popular
Pomona
Mrs.
Alfred Somerville
I., is home for the holidays with his sion who come from Aroostook county
been In town for a week, with her into their new home on Military St.,
young couple are residents of Houlton j
|
parents,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Geo.
McNair,
have formed an Aroostook club, and
which has just been completed.
brother, Mr. Walter Ingraham.
and have the congratulations and best
Mrs. Don A. H. Powers and Mrs. E. |Park St.
Miss Norma Goodhue, ’18. of Fort
'M iss Emma Pearce Is home from
wishes of their numerous friends for
Boston for the holidays with her sis S. Powers, left, Monday, for Augusta, j Clyde Bell and wife of Golden Ridge Fairfield has been chosen president. a long and prosperous life.
to spend Christmas with Mr. and Mrs. are the guests of Mrs. Bell’s sister,
The other officers are: Secretary and
ter, Mrs. P. A. Peabody. Court St.
The Auditorium was filled on Thurs
i Mrs. N. C. Estabrooke, through the treasurer, Miss Helen M. Getchell, '20
C.
P.
Kinsman.
Mrs. B. 8. Green and daughter, and
I
day
evening, the occasion being th>j
holidays.
Mr. and Mrs. John Q. Adams, and
of Limestone;
executive committee.
Mrs. Joseph Bernstein, are in New
annual Sophomore Speaking Contest,
j
Mrs.
Ella
McKenzie
of
Brunswick,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
O.
M.
Smith
spent
Christ
Margaret
Hanson,
’21,
of
Houlton;
Roland E. Hovey and Guy C. Porter
York City, the guests of relatives.
when a most enjoyable and instructive
*Mrs. Jessie Waterall of Philadel mas in Presque Isle, guests of Mr. and arrived here Saturday to spend the Hilda Bradbury, T9, of Van Buren; have purchased the Insurance Agency program was carried out.
! winter with her son, R. A. McIntyre, Adelle McLoon. ’22 of Houlton; and of the late Geo. T. Holyoke and will
phia, arrived Saturday to spend Mrs. Sidney Graves.
As is usual on such occasions it was
Mrs. Lloyd Bubar. of St. Johnsbury, principal of the Grammar School.
Dorothy Mitchell, ’21, of Houlton. The continue the business in the same o f
Christmas with her daughter and sis
difficult for the judges to decide to
Mrs.
H.
A.
Clifford
of
Portland,
and
Vt.,
is
the
guest
of
her
parents,
Mr.
members
of
the
club
are
as
follows:
fice, in the name of Hovey and Porter.
ter.
,' 'horn to award the honors, in at least
Miss Margaret Hanson, Colby ’21, and Mrs. Thos. McIntyre, Franklin son Donald, a student at Bates College Norma Goodhue of Fort Fairfield;
Mr. Porter is well known in town,
arrived here Saturday, to be the holi Hazel Loane of Fort Fairfield; Doro having been resident manager of the two cases the difference was hardly
arrived hi town, last week, and will St., for the holidays.
day
guests of Dr. and Mrs. G. P. Clif thy Roberts of Caribou; Hazel W hit Aroostook Potato Growers’ Assn., and appreciable.. In making the award*
Merton L. Brown one of the promi
spend the Christmas holidays with
nent
young
Boston
attorneys
is
in
ney of Houlton; Margaret Wilkins of a leading member in the Grange work the judges were asked to take as t*.
ford.
relatives.
Mr. and Mrs. Aaron Putnam spent Houlton; Marion Conant of Fort Fair-j au 0Ver the state and county. He has basis, the general appearance of each
Frank McPartland, on his recent town for Christmas with his parents,
Christmas at Mrs. Putnam’s old home field; Helen Getchell of Limestone; had his headquarters in the same of- contestant on the platform, enuncia
visit to Boston enlisted In the Naval Mr. and Mrs. Oscar Brown.
in
Fort Fairfield with her mother, Mrs. Dorothy Mitchell of Houlton; Hilda i fice as the Holyoke Agency for a num- tion and expression, the matter of ex
Lieut.
G.
P.
Cassidy
who
is
station
Reserve, and is now at home awaiting
ed
at
Camp
Devens,
Ayer,
Mass.,
with
Hacker.
Bradbury of Van Buren; Margaret j her of years and is more or less con- I pressfon including gestures.
orders to report.
I Following is a list of the award of
Miss
Edith
Nevers
arrived
home
the
Dental
Corps,
arrived
home
Sat
Hanson,
of Houlton; Adelle McLoon, I versant with the business.
Messrs. Geo. Cummings, Bowdoln
1
prizes as decided by the judges,
from Boston, Monday, where she is of Houlton; Elva Tooker of Caribou;
College, and Ralph Burleigh, Colby urday on a few days furlough.
Mr. Hovey is one of Houlton’s prosj First prize
Miss Anna L. Hove?
studying
nursing,
to
spend
Christmas
Miss
Marguerite
Boulier,
a
student
Elva Jeffs of Fort Fairfield; and El- I perous and hustling young farmers, as
College, are home for the holidays,
; Second prize
Miss Beatice H. Currie
with
her
mother,
Mrs.
Bessie
Nevers,
at
St.
Joseph’s
Academy,
Portland,
is
frieda
Whitney
of
Houlton.
arriving Saturday.
j well as being a man of good business
j Third prize
Ralph S. Blake
Miss Doris Cochran, a Smith College home for the Xmas holidays with her Court St.
1ability.
!
Musical
selections
were
given by
student, is at home for the holidays parents. Mr. and Mrs. Charles Boulier. | Dr. Frank Clayton who is located
i
In this combination assurance is
: High School chorus, a solo by Mrs. O.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Orin
Goodrich
and
two
with
the
Dental
Reserve
Corps
at
with her grandmother, Mrs. Marla
The musical programs given at the |given that the business will not only
■A. Hodgins, piano duet by Miss Alchildren, who have been in Washing-j(Camp Upton, Long Island, N. Y., arBurnham, Pleasant St.
different churches on Sunday were be conducted as successfully as in the
Miss Lois Carroll and Miss Veta ton, D. C., returned home Saturday ; rived home Saturday on a short fur carried out most successfully and at past but the clientele of the new firm j berta Knox and Miss Vena Smith.
Astle, students at the Nasson Instl evening, having completed his work , lough, and is the guest of his mother, each service the large auditoriums greatly increased.
i Mrs. T. V. HoMaway.
tute, Bprtngvale, Me., arrived home for there.
j
were crowded.
Mrs. Walter Hess arrived home last [ Ralph Hughes who is taking a specthe holidays on Saturday.
The trial of Alexander G. Bordeleau
The evening and vesper services
J. Harold Marriott, left for Boston, week to spend Christmas with her i ial course ,at Harvard Universiity, for were given over to the Sunday schools
of Lowell, Mass., better known since
Thursday, to take his Anal examina parents, Mr. and Mrs. Geo. W. Rich Ensign in the U. S. Navy, arrived here so that the little children furnished
, coming to Aroostook as Alex Moran,
tion flor the Aviation 8ervice, in which ards. She was accompanied by her Monday to spend the holidays with the entertainment which were interest
A delicate feat requiring a cool head , took place last Wednesday, before
sister, Miss Frances.
his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Horace
h o snHstod some weeks ago.
ing in a high degree.
and a steady nerve was accomplished j Judge Carroll in the Municipal court,
Mrs. L. F. Stover was called to Hughes, North Street.
Goo. JuUaa arrived home from Lew
At the Methodist Episcopal Church on Friday last, when repairs on the j charged with the murder of Mose-s
iston Friday, where he is attending Lynn, Mass., last week on account of
the evening service consisted of a ser 94ft flag pole on the High School j Tozier, aged 64 years, at Sherman, on.
M h o college,and w ill spend the hol the death of her brother-in-law. She
j Nov. 17, last, account of which, appear
vice conducted by 27 young ladies the grounds-needed attention.
will remain In Massachusetts a few
iday* with his relatives.
The Houlton Music Club will meet subject of the service being “The
During the recent gale the large ed in the TIMES, and he was held
Robert Wilkins Bernard Esters, of weeks before returning home.
at the home of Mrs. M. L. Buck, High Lighting of the Advent Wreath," with ball surmounting the pole became without bail for his appearance at the
Colby and Lawrence Blake of U of M,
Mr. Ernest McF&rlane, Grange StH land Ave., on Thursday evening, Dec. an address by the pastor, “The Other broken and was flown to the ground, April term next of the Supreme court.
asstved homo on Friday to spend the who is employed as hostler in the B. 27.
Wise Man” which was listened to with a new one was immediately provided, Bordeleau was represented by Hon.
vn oM oo with their parents.
A A. round house, was obliged to sub
The subject for the evening will be close attention.
but how to get it in place was a ques John P. Deering of Portland and Chaa.
Mrs. Ernest McParlane who has been mit to an operation last treek, which “Christmas Music.”— Chairman, Mrs.
The Free Baptist Vesper service, too, tion that puzzled teachers and jani P. Barnes of this town. Several wit
seriously 111 at her home on Grange proved successful, and he is rapidly Elmer Churchill. A long, and interest was enjoyed by a large audience where tor alike.
nesses testified for the state as to the
St, with pneumonia, is convalescing recovering.
ing program has been arranged. Christ the regular choir was assisted by Miss
On Friday, Mr. Farwell, teacher of circumstances of the murder.
and expects to soon be around the
Charles M. Kelley of Sherman, a
Mr. Jas. H. McPartland was in town mas carols will be sung in many forms. Hackett, soloist, and Mr. Robinson Manuel training made the attempt,
The Club will be favored with selec with violin selections.
a few days last week, coming up from
carrying the heavy ball slung to his public auto driver, testified that B or
Miss Ellen Newbegin, a student at St. John, on business. Mr. McPartland tions by Mr. Emmons Robinson, vio
On account of the death of F. R. shoulder, being raised to the dizzy deleau arrived at Sherman station on
the ML Ido School tor Girls, Newton, closed a $10,000 contract for a hospi linist.
Smith, the Vesper service at the Con height only to And the metal ring to train No. 7 early on the night of Nov.
The Christmas programs at Mrs. gregational Church was omitted.
MOss., Is at home with her parents, tal job last week in St. John which
which the ball is attached jagged and 17, and that he was hired by the young
Mr. and Mrs. P. C. Newbegin, during with his other contracts will keep a Buck’s have become an annual affair
torn, ajid he had to return to the man to take him to the house of Moses
the holidays.
and the Club members look forward to
large crew busy for some time.
ground unsuccessful. It was found Tozier, three miles away. Bordeleau
The remains o f Mrs. John Sheehan,
necessary to remove the ring by the ;eft the auto one-half mile from the
Sergt. Perley McIntyre of the Cana them very anxiously and happily.
It has been planned to make the
fsvmerly o f Houlton, were brought dian Engineers, who has been speak
use of a ^ chisel and hammer, and tTozier house. In about half an hour
If people think that Houlton is not ( this difficult feat was performed by j he returned and the .witness said Bor
hors from Presque Isle on Wednes ing in southern Aroostook in the in 1917 program the best yet.
jon
the map as a shopping centre, they : Frederick Vose who made the trip, |deleau was warm from running. He
day, and interment was made in Ever terests of the Red Cross campaign,
should
have been with the reporter of j cleaning the top of the pole so that j asked to be driven back to the station
green (Catholic) cemetery.
was the recipient of two boxes of his
the TIMES on his trip around town j (he ball could be placed. During these j in order to catch the south-bound
favorite
“smokes”
from
the
members
The annual meeting of North Star
Miss Louise Bussell, teacher of
on Saturday, as well as the other days I two ascents the wind caused the dar- j train which leaves Sherman station
languages in the public schools of of the Meduxnekeag Club, on Satur Camp, R. N. of A., was held last week
of the week before Christmas.
ing amateur steeple-jacks some trouble at 7.79. The train had gone when,
at which the following officers were
Woburn, Mass., arrived hotne Satur day evening.
On Saturday especially there were as it made it hard to keep close to the they arrived at the station and Bordday to spend the Christmas holidays
Lieut. H. B. F. Jervis of the U. S. elected:
750 passengers who arrived over the “ big stick.”
j( eleau remained at the house of the
Oracle, Sarah Simpson; P. Oracle,
with her parents. Mr. and Mrs. W. F. Re-mount branch of service, who has
witness over night.
Canadian
Pacific
Ry.
into
Houlton
to
It
was
decided
to
defer
placing
the
Bussell.
been stationed at California, arrived Irene Huggard; V. Oracle, Mary Bagdo
their
shopping.
On
the
B.
&
A.
j
The next morning Bordeleau took
ball
in
position
until
some
future
day
I
The proprietors of the Bowlodrome in town for a visit over Christmas with nail; Counsellor, Olive Estey; Record
trains out of Houlton that evening when wind conditions were more fa v -, the train going north. He paid the
er,
Mabel
Cates;
Receiver,
Rose
Mur
his
family
who
are
spending
the
win
have adopted a patriotic method in
there were over 400 weding their way orable. The method of ascent was J|witness $1.25 for lodging and bre ak
giving 4 U. 8. Government Thrift ter here with relatives. “Doc” is look ray; Marshal, Mary Clifford; I. G.,
home,
all laden with packages and made by use of the flag, halyard to , fast and also $1.25 for driving him to
stamps every day to the man who ing fine and received a cordial wel Geneva Shields; O. G., Mina McGann;
bundles
for Christmas. If each one of which was attached a seat, with a ;, the Tozier home.
Managers, Bessie Vail, Marion Con
rsDs the three highest strings In sue- come from his friends here.
these people spent $5.00 each it can lusty crew of high school boys for i Harry Merry of Sherman was a.
nelly.
Edmund McPartland, the youngest
(witness. Merry testified that on Sat
A report of the standing of the readily be found out what this trade hoisting power.
son of James McPartland, who enlist
urday, Nov. 17, he was informed that,
alone
amounted
to.
In
addition
to
the
ed about 18 months ago, in the U. S. Camp was read which showed the
j there was trouble at the Tozier home
people
who
came
in
on
the
railroads,
Navy, is making good, and has recent Camp to be in a healthy condition.
!and he hastened to the house which
there were as many who came in from
ly been appointed captain of a gun Refreshments were served after the
In a communication received by the |was nearby. He found Mr. Tozier ly
the surrounding towns, for every day
business
meeting.
crew on one of our armed merchant
last week the stores were full of cus TIMES, Collector of Internal Revenue Iing on the bed fully dressed andcovmen.
Ed has already made several
tomers, and every merchant reports Seth W. Jones announces that feder l ered over with quilts. The bedclothes
trips across the Atlantic.
that business was good.
j al income tax officers will be sent in and pillows were covered with blood
They i and there was a large pool of blood
Few people in Houlton ever knew
A most enjoyable evening was spent
Why did they come to Houlton to to this state January 2, 1918.
at the Meduxnekeag Club, Wednesday, of the illness of Frank R. Smith, with do their trading? The answer is easy. ! will be located in Houlton, Jau. 2, to on the floor and fingermarks lookingwhen Sergt. Perley McIntyre, of the came as a great shock to his many No place in the state has better stores Jan. 10, every day and ready and w ill as if Mr. Tozier had tried to crawl to
Canadian engineers, who has seen two came a great shock to his many or more complete stocks, which are ing to help persons subject to the in the bed.
Mr. Tozier’s face and hair,
years service in France, was present friends, when they learned that he had always displayed very attractively, and i come tax make out their returns with he said, were covered with blood which
at a smoke talk an informally related passed away on Saturday afternoon, to advantage.
| out cost to them for his services. Post had dried. The large pool of blood on
many of his personal experiences to after 5 days illness, being stricken on
The columns of this paper carried master Sheehan will be able to direct the floor was also dried and there
the members as well as to a number Monday.
a great deal of advertising, which had you to the office where the Deputy j were three or four clots about as large
of out of town guests.
Mr. Smith was a native born son of j mu c h to do with the success of the is located.
!as a nickel and as thick through. The
How many income-tax payers will witness testified that when he spoke
Houlton, his birthday being on Feb. Christmas business.
27, 1855, and was 62 years of age. He
Houlton always has had the repu there be in your County? If you can to Mr. Tozier he opened his eyes and
went to work when a boy for the late tation as a shopping centre and will guess how many married persons liv  recognized him. He also testified that
ing with husband or wife will have under the bed he found a blanket and
John Z. Swanton learning the tinsmith continue to be.
net incomes of $2,000 or over and how in the blanket was a hammer. The
trade, and remained in Houlton until
many unmarried persons will have net hammer had stains on it and the blan
the early 80s when he went to Mon
incomes of $1,000 or over this year, ket had blood stains on it. It was au
mouth where he worked for a time,
3 lbs. Qrimiat Mocha and Java Coffee for ( I s M
and where he married Mary Augusta
The local market'is quiet with very then you know. The Collector of In ordinary carpenters’ hammer. He a l
Owen,
after
which
he
returned
to
Houl
few
coming in lor which buyers are ternal Revenue estimates that there so testified that he saw three wound*
3 lb>. O t a a it lisleberry Coffee for
ton and entered into partnership with paying $2.00 per 100 or $3.10 per bar w ill be one income-tax payer for every on Mr. Tozier’s head. The witness
3 Bta. Hlgli Grade Blended Coffee for
#f 6
his brother, A. P. Smith in the Tin rel.
thirty people in the state.
said he knew Bordeleau.
ware
business,
building
up
a
large
and
The returns of income for the year
The
Produce
News
Says;
4 M Mb* h a American Coffee for
IM
Albert N. Ingraham, a deputy sher
lucrative business. Some 5 years ago, Market shows little change this week. 1917 must be made on forms provid iff, testified to the position of the
C a i r n * * ell >igj|jcfa4c sod true to atm*,
Nothing
he withdrew from this partnership and Receipts are a trifle heavier, but de ed for the purpose before March 1, body and also testified that there was
gave up all business cares, devoting mand shows no perceptible increase. 1918.
Because a good many people no money found in Tozier's pockets.
dtaap about them only tha price —
his time to his g&gden and other pleas Receivers cannot understand the slack don’t understand the law and won’t
John Berry of Millinocket testified
ures which he enjoyed.
demand. They have been used to short know how to make out their returns, as to his traveling on the train with
For the past year he had not enjoy periods of inaction in the market, b u t, the government is sending in this exBordeleau from Millinocket to Sher
ed the best of health and his weaken cannot remember a time when the de- : pert to do it for them. But the duty
man station. That the defendant told
ed condition had much to do with the mand was so slack for a lohg period. |Is on the taxpayer to make himself
him that he had worked for Tozier
rapid progress of his last illness.
Practically all of the potatoes arriving known to the government. If he
and that he was going to Sherman te
Mr. Smith was a deacon of the Con show frost damage, some cars being doesn’t make return as required be
see friends and was to take the Bos
gregational Church, where he has a l badly frozen. This naturally is hurt fore March 1st, he may hav6 to pay a
ton train.
ways taken keen interest In its wel ing the market prices generally penalty ranging from $20 and $1,000
fare, and devoted much time to the are easier.
pay a fine or go to jail. So if you don’t ! Fred A. Tarbox, an investigator con
nected with the office of the attorney
work o f the church. He was a charter
There is a fair inquiry for potatoes want to take chances on going to jail,
member o f Rockabema Lodge I. O. O. free from frost, but these are almost you better call on the income tax man. general, was the next witness called,
r*t greatest Ma t Tba a
F., and was highly regarded by all of impossible to obtain. N. Y. state stock If you are not suye about being sub He testified that he went to Quebes
rtrtoax* Ctoxataf
its members. He was a-lover of out- is selling $4.25 and 4.50, or $2.15 and ject to the tax, better ask him and where he found Bordeleau and arrest
to Pol—y P oail
of-door life and enjoyed hunting and 2.25 100 lbs. delivered in bulk. Western make sure. Whether you see the in ed him, that Bordeleau told him that
4 anducthr* biesuii they
fishing as much as he did his home stock is bringing $3.25 and 3.75 per 100 come tax man or not, you must make he went to the home of Mr. Tozier
LT, BONK tad 4> POTASH.
I where he found him assaulted and
[ to ba VPs
and the companionship of his wife, lbs., according to quality or $2.30 and return if subject to tax.
who survives him. He always cook an 2.35 sacked and delivered.
The Collector suggests that every that Tozier accused him of doing the
A few
htatfe potato prices poo
interest in public affairs and was al good Malnes sold as high as $4.90 and body start figuring up now his income deed and that he was frightened and
____ O t f fe etflta e rs errita e
ways ready to help any deserving $5 for 165-lb. sack, but the general and expenses so as to be ready with ran away from the house without
by Nsw
cause either financially or personally. market is $4.25 and 4.50. or $2.40 and the figures when the expert arrives. notifying anyone. Mr. Tarbox said
>supply yota
Besides Mrs. Smith he leaves one 2.50 delivered in bulk. Long Islands Expenses, however, don’t mean family the defendant said: “I had cold feet
BOY NOW
brother, A. P. Smith of Houlton, and are arriving sparingly, but are not expenses, money used to pay off the and run.”
T . L. Mtartatot Bart iricftald, Goal i
three sisters, Mrs. Sam'l Putnam o f generally as badly damaged by cold as principal of a debt, new machinery, ^ The state rested and Hon. J. P.
BABMBNTOl ft POMKT FERTILIZER CO..
this town, Mrs. Leila Foss of Orlando, potatoes from other sections. They are buildings, or anything, or anything like Deering argued that the state had
“— “
-----------------------rc*.
Fla., and Mrs. Ella Coombs, of Alta- selling mostly $3 per 100 lbs. Long Is- that. They mean what you spend in failed to show that the young man
znont Springs, Fla.
, land farmers are not anxious to sell making your money— Interest, taxes had committed the crime of which ha
Funeral services took place on Mon- at prevailing prices. Southern second paid hired help, amunt paid for goods was charged and asked that he be al
day afternoon from his late residence crop potatoes are arriving in wretch- sold, seed, stock bought for breeding, lowed to go. Judge Carroll, however,
on Elm street, Rev. T. P. Williams of- ed condition some selling as low as rent (except for your dwelling), etc. said, he considered the evidence of
ficlatinf, and Rockabema Lodge I. O. $2 and 2.50 bbL the better stock bring- Income includes about every dollar such a nature that he must order the
young man held tor the grand jury.
O. F. attending in a body, with inter- ing $8.50 and3.75, and a very few up you receive,
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in newspapers— because there are not
LOOKING AHEAD
the conservation
program.
Most
It doesn't look much like Spring to enough bandages! And then we dare
of these substitutes, such as cornEvery Household in Houlton Should
meal and buckwheat for wheat flour, day and most of us are thinking more to think we women are doing “ too
HOULTON TIMES
Know How to Resist It.
honey and sirup for sugar, vegetable of the war day hy dav than we are much,'' giving up too much time, mak
A L L TH E HOME NEW S
If your back aches because the kid
fats for animal fats, fish and cheese ; of Spring. Yet right behind Santa- ing more than we can use.
Let us never voice such a thought. neys are blockaded,
for meats, would seem to be well Claus it will come trooping almost be
Published every Wednesday Morning
You should help the kidneys with
THINGS THAT ARE TO GO
known to everyone that visual demon fore we know it. One of the first Let's not slacken our speed nor our
by the Times Publishing Co.
,
The time will come when wo can stration is unnecessary. And yet there signs of Spring will be the concerted interest, but work, work.
Let's do their work.
CHA8. H. FOGG, Pres. A Mgr.
reckon It cheap at the price to have is a direct forceful human appeal in 191S effort for more war gardens and our bit and then a hit more.
Doan's Kidney Pills are especially
for weak kidneys.
the lunatic Russian “ government" of well-arranged exhibits
designed to greater farm production, matters in
Subscription In U. S. $1.50 per year
OBEDIENCE IMPORTANT
the moment play out its crack-brained carry the conservation message. More which all patriotic Americans are v i
Recommended by thousands— home
ia advance $2 00 In arrears; in Cana
Discipline is the one big result that testimony proves their merit.
program to the end as an object les over, food saving has brought to light tally interested. The seedsmen are
da $2.00 in advance, $2.50 in arrears. son In futility for all time. The cost
many excellent substitute articles of already preparing for their spring or is being aimed at in the training of
John Gray, stone mason, 70 Pearce
Single copies five cents.
of it will be high. Already Lenine has local reputation, such as cottonseed ders. The farm implement mauufactur the new troops at the various canton Ave., Houlton. says: ‘‘At times I had
No Subscription cancelled until all sent many thousands of young men
flour and peanut oil, and to give these ers and those who make and distri ments, and it is emphasized among considerable heavy lifting to do and
arrearages are paid
In the Allied ranks to unnecessary wider distribution the visual method bute fertilizers and agricultural lime the first National Guard units that
v ent into the service and are now it was hard on my back, which caused
Advertising rates based upon circula death. There Is no computing the is absolutely necessary—people want are working to the same end. Rank ‘ somewhere in France.” The present it to ache. My kidneys were disorder
harm he has done to Russia as well as to see them before they try them.
ers, agricultural teachers, farm dem
tion and very reasonable.
ed and I had to get up many times
to her friends, not to speak of the
So all over the Country today mer onstrators, war councils, and others day warfare has brought, home in a during the night to pass the kidney
Communications upon topics of gener stroke he has laid at faith and coven chants, manufacturers, business or identified with leadership in greater very forcible way the absolute need
secretions. I had a dull, stiff feeling
ant everywhere. All the same one ganizations, women’s clubs, and the crop production the coming year are of complete obedience on the part of
al interest are solicited
in my back and my head pained me
troops,
accurate
compliance
with
or
good thing is going on in Russia, and like are working to embody the print already at work.
considerably.
It was hard for me to
Entered at the post office at Houlton it is going on under Bolshevist aus
And now is the time for the whole ders given. Scores of men of the Allied
ed food message in store arrangements
stoop
on
account
of the trouble with
for circulation at second-class
pices. Dreamers, believers in the mil- window displays, exhibits at exposi American press, lay and technical, to troops have been killed or more or less
my back. I procured a supply of
postal rates.
seriously
wounded
by
unintentionally
lenium, violent radicals everywhere tions, fairs, bazaars, and in other “ show swing in line for close feam work in
Doan’s Kidney Pills from the Cochare having proved to them by object me” forms . Sometimes these exhibits this great National movement.
The disobeying orders, sweeping ahead of
Legal Newspaper Decisions
schedule
time
set
for
them
to
reach
a
rnn
Store and they brought imlesson the utter impracticability of reach a single neighborhood around war garden is going to he with us
1. —Any person who takes a paper re
given
point
and
thus
getting
in
th
e
(met^
a*e
re^e*Since then 1 have
their
rainbow
schemes
of
government.
one retail store, while again they are again— more war gardens, and better,
gularly from the Post Office— whether
directed to his address or another, or In the long run nothing survives on put upon a state basis, as in the forth backed by experience and organiza range of their own barrage fire. It iss j use(3 Doans Kidney Pills occasionally
whether he has subscribed or not, is this earth but what is of use. No sys coming Food Show at Chicago Janu tion. The farmer is going to plant lar to avoid needless loss of life in carry- ( as a Preventative.”
responsible for the pay.
Price 60c, at all dealers- Don’t
tem of government can last that will ary 3 to 12, held under the direction ger acreage and more kinds of crops, ing out the intricate methods of con
2. —If any person orders his paper dis
ducting
charges
and
other
military
simply
ask for a kidney remedy—get
not
work.
And
all
these
schemes,
of
of the Illinois State Council of De and the hanker and business man are
continued, he must pay all arrearges or
moves
against
the
enemy
that
so
much
Doan’s
Kidney Pills— the same that
dividing
the
land,
of
abolishing
pro
the publisher may continue to send it
fense by way of letting the public act going to see that he has the best fac
until payment is made and collect the perty, are doomed from the beginning, ually see the wide range of American ilities for marketing his product. The emphasis is being placed upon rigid Mr. Gray had. Foster-Milburn Co.
whole amount, whether it is taken from running as they do counter to some
obedience to superior officers. It is the Props., Buffalo, N. Y.
food products available to relieve the hoys and girls are enlisted to raise
the office or not.
of the deepest instincts of humanity. present strain on food staples most pigs, calves, sheep, and corn, and the plan and mechanism of a gigantic war
S.—The Courts have decided that re
machine, as it were. This seems to
fusing to take newspapers and periodi Their failure is being amply demon needed by our Allies. Every effort of housewives will probably double their
cals from the post office, or removing and strated now by Lenine and his crew. this kind, whether it be a neighbor achievement of 1,000,000,000 quarts of bring some discomfort to the young
troops in training, but it is planned
leaving them uncalled for, is prlma facia And the proof will be worth in future
hood affair or National, is a patriotic home-canned stuff last season, which
evidence of fraud.
with
the view of avoiding disaster as
contentment what it is costing now service to the Country. It helps win was the greatest ever.
If you want to stop your paper, write
well
as
securing perfect obedience in
Spring is not only in sight, hut she
the war by feeding our Allies. It helps
to the publisher yourself, and don't leave in confusion.
carrying
out
tactical and strategic The American Express Company
A
socialist
is
a
man
who
has
died
It to the post-master.
pay for the war by encouraging ra comes laden with National benefits-operates the express business
moves.
and gone to Heaven, and doesn't tional economy among the people. better farming, better living, better
TIM E A T W H IC H TR A IN 8 ARE EXFor Advertising Rates apply to the Pres know it. His ideals may be Divine. 1
PECTED TO ARRIVE A N D DEPART
And, furthermore, for many of the work and play, better understanding
ident and Manager
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but they won’t work on earth.
The business men who are able to make between different sections of our Coun
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of
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principle of property has risen from 1food-saving displays, whether mer- try, through everybody's contact with
Daily except Sunday
which created such havoc in Halifax, 8.40 a. m.— For Fort Fairfield, Caribou,
instincts that may not be sublime, but 1cliants or manufacturers, it is good growing things.
W AR SAVINGS CERTIFCATES
is almost an ideal explosive, from the j
Limestone, Van Buren and interMany people are taking advantage they are mortal and natural. The man business— the best possible stimulant
mediate stations.
point of view of the military man. It !
who
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wants
his
wage.
The
to
production
and
distribution.
of the opportunity to save, in the form
THE FUTURE OF PALESTINE
does not break down into other com 9.20 a. m.—For Millinocket, Bangor and
o f the W ar Saving Certificates offered man who has achieved wants his re- !
principal
intermediate
stations—
Palestine at present is not a des pounds or elements; it does not eat J
ward, and he. wants it a visible and
GERMANY’S STARVED SOIL
Portland and Boston,
vla.Brownby the United States Government.
ville,.
ert, but an empty and deserted land, metal: it does not dissolve in water,
This, as w ill be remembered, was actual thing. The moment he h a s!I Prussia is coming to a potato diet,
which has been deprived of its inhab and when it lets go. it explodes with ; 11.30.a. m.— For Ashland, Ft. Kent, St.
Francis and intermediate stations,
. fully described in a recent issue of the children, his instinct for their protec ; increasing her wheatless days to emitants. It is emptier than ever since tremendous force. Its rapidity of com
also for Washburn, Presque late.
TIM B8, and offers a model way to lay tion incites him to the amassing of . brace nearly all the week. The other 1
Van Buren, Grand Isle, Madaweeka,
the recent famines and massacres— bustion may be stated, but scarcely ,
Frenchville and intermediate eta-,
up something and at the same time goods for their benefit. So much is , day a serious discussion was on in the
the
latter
systematically
conducted
tions via. Squa Pan and Mapietpa.
realized, by the fact that when used
fundamental. Schemes to undo such j Prussian diet committee, when Herr
hdlp the Government.
12.54 p. m.—For Ft. Fairfield, Caififceo,
by the Ottoman oppressors with the in a fuse it communicates its explos- :
Limestone and
intermeditae sta
Sergt. Empey, the American who fixtures iu the human order are as ' Hoesch, a conservative member and an
tions.
knowledge, if not under the direction ive force at the rate of 2l/z miles per
puffs
of
wind
against
a
granite
cliff.
authority
upon
matters
pertaining
to
served a year and a half In the Engof their German overseers— have clean second! That means that when o n e 1 1.32 p. m.—For Millinocket, Greenville,
Bangor and intermediate stations,
Ush Army, and who has written his Yet there will always be men of half German’s food supply, said that eved the Country of several hundreds of of the shells on the ill-fated munitions
Portland and Boston.
•gperlence, said, in his lecture last education who pathetically believe ery effort must be put forth to increase
5.58
p. m.—For Millinocket, Greenville,
thousands of the population. The land boat in Halifax harbor exploded, it set
week, that it is every person’s DUTY that a change in the rules will level the production of potatoes, as the
Bangor and intermediate stations,
assigned to the Twelve Tribes could off the others simultaneously, so that
Portland and Boston. Buffet Sleep
to support the Red Cross and purchase these “inequalities” of reward, which : grain supply could not be materially
ing Car Caribou to Boston.
at
most
only
accommodate
a
fraction
there
was
one
tremendous
hurst
of
Liberty Bonds, and the W ar Savings really result from inequalities of thrift ■increased either during the war or for
7.50 p. m.—For Ft. Fairfield, Caribou,
of the fourteen millions of Jews who destructive force instead of several
Van Buren and Intermediate sta
Certificates which have been issued Argument has never shaken their be some time thereafter.
tions.
are scattered over the face of the explosives in -series.
liefs.
Now
they
have
fact
to
con
‘‘As
temporary
causes
contributing
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hy the Government goes to support the
Daily Except Sunday
to the grain shortage were mentioned earth. But “ there is room in Palestine
war the same as the Liberty Bonds. found them.
8.30 a. m. —From Boston, Portland, Ban
for
at
least
another
million
Jews
with
THE CANADIAN VOTE
Apparently it is the human way, the lack of draft animals, of labor, and
Eliminating the question of duty for
gor and intermediate stations.
out displacing the present inhabi
Buffett Sleeping Car Boston to Cari
The Canadian election of last week
a moment, and looking at the ques however, to need new extremes of vio , of fuel. But most significant was the
bou.
tants.” It is not contemplated that brought some surprises in the local or 9.15 a. m.—From Van Buren, Caribou. Ft,
tion of buying W ar Savings certifica lence to rid it of old extremes of acknowledgement, that Germany lacks
their increase shall he at the expense provincial results, as viewed by an
Fairfield and intermediate stations.
tes; where could a person invest mon lethargy. These smart wrenches may I■artificial fertilizers. In this connecof the non-Jewish population, or that outsider. Quebec, Nova Scotia, and 12.49 p. m.—From Boston. Portland, Ban
be
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j
tion
it
will
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that
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ey to better advantage than to put
gor, Greenville
and
intermediate
their rights and liberties shall dimin Prince Edward island supported Laurstations.
it into this form of investment, which nies. The Europe of the near future |long ago prominent German statesmen
1.27.p.
m.—From
Caribou,
Ft.
Fairfield
ish those of their neighbors. In par ier. Evidently this was on the grounds
returns 4 per cent interest annually? will come to rest somewhere between ! were assuring their countrymen that
and intermediate stations.
ticular, the Zionists disown any ' desire of his personal popularity rather than
In other words, you can buy a War the vagaries of the new dreamers and France, England, and America could
2.40 p. m .—From St. Francis, Ft. Kent,
for the responsibility of the guardian solely in opposition to conscription in
Ashland and intermediate stations,
the
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of
the
old
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not
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because
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Savings certificate for $4.12 at the
idso St. Francis, Frenchville. Madaship of the places which they recog the last two mentioned provinces. Que
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Van
Buren,
Post Office or any bank in Houlton, cracies. But that Germany itself must ricultural resources could not be main
nize as holy to Christian and Moslem, bec's opposition to conscription has
Washburn, Presque Isle and inter
and on Jan 1. 1923 the United States fly almost to the Russian extreme, in tained without commercial fertilizers,
mediate stations, via. Mapleton and
Squa Pan
govenun^Dt w ill pay you $5.00 for it. the coming inevitable recoil from kais- the principal sources of which were as well as Jew " the root of tfle quar never been veiled. New Brunswick.
f
>
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p. m.—From Van Buren, Limestone,
rel that brought about the Crimean Ontario, Manitoba, Saskatchewan. A l
You bu$r the certificate today and im erism, there are gathering signs. The in Germany.
Caribou,
Ft. Fairfield and Interme
went
‘‘The Germans hoped to be able to War and they acknowledge the light berta and British Columbia
mediately your money commences to ultimate failure of its military overdiate stations.
of
all
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and
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to
"free
access
strong for Borden, carrying Canada 7.47 p. m.—From Boston, Portland, Ban
work for you. You can buy as many lords must open the eyes of Its people, impoverish the rest of the world hy
to the centers of devotion which the as a whole unqualifiedly for the pro
gor, Miilinooket and principal in
o f these startps as you wish, up to 200, in the long run, to the frightful losses withholding the products of their pot
termediate stations via. Brownville.
Holy
Land
encloses.”
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and
treas
secution of the war to a peace with
ash mine, supposed to be the only
all under the same conditions. This
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and
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is
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be
source
of
that
mineral
in
the
world.
victory.
Laurier,
a
former
premier,
from the Investment standpoint.
ation may be obtained at ticket offices.
GEO. M. HOUGHTON, Pass*r Traffic
DO A BIT MORE
has been very popular in other parts Manager,
From the standpoint of our duty (as full. The little we know of conditions But they overlooked the fact that they
Bangor, Maine
What have you done to help your of Canada, but Canada's part in win
Empey says) the people of the United in Germany is scarcely authentic, but also were dependent upon outsiders
States have not yet been brought to it becomes increasingly plain that the for the nitrates and the phosphates country? Anything? Perhaps von be ning the war was a more vital issue
a realisation of what this war means, new military rushes are dictated as which are necessary to the making of gan, when the call first came, to work to the majority of voters.
but if conditions continue as they have much by home policy as by the strat- artificial fertilizers, For a time they zealously for the Red Cross, knitting
They im- and making surgical dressings. Per
been the past few months, it may be egy of war. The aim is to accom- were able to make shift.
Corner Pleasant Street and
phsh what Is possible on the battle- ported and stored immense quantities haps you devoted three or four hours
brought to some of us.
Highland Ave.
Our boys that have gone to the field before the entrance of America in of phosphate from the United States. a week to the work at first; but after
DR. L. P . HUGHES
front are doing all they can; they have fon e. But another aim is to quiet They put in extensive plants for mak- a time your interest wore off and you
the atmosphere, j didn’t work quite so whole-heartedly
placed their lives In the hands of the* the unrest at home. We hear of the ing nitrogen from
Ransford W. Shaw
Seth S. Thornton
government, to tile. If need be, so that formation of a Society of the Faithful, But the one supply played out and the or so regularly. Perhaps you nodded
Prutsianism may be conquered. The j with its open warnings of what is to other was difficult because of short- ^wisely when your neighbor said: "I
in the night — the sudden cramp —
ATTORNEYS
army at home (that’s us) ought to d o !come from within the German people age of labor and fu el; so now Germany , think they are overdoing this Red
the dangerous chill— the aching
Prompt attention to all business
throat — the throbbing sprain —
It’s share, hi fact we must if this w a r 'll the war is lost. There is ferment is suffering the penalty she tried to Cross work. I don’t see how they can
the sndden pain from many other
Houlton,
Maing
j ever
use all the stuff' that's being
la to be won.
, there, beyond a doubt. And social impose upon her neighbors.
common ills are quickly halted by
Probate matters have Special
---- —------------------! made.
The pereon of moderate means, changes wrought in defeat are apt to
Attention
THE SAVING HABIT
j
Perhaps- oh. we hope you didn't,
who cannot buy a $50 or $100 Liber-: be violent. The old order has passed
if
complete
figures
were
available
but
perhaps
you
did
say.
“That's
just
ty Bond, ought, it would seem,to e n -, already* in’ England, when duke and
fieftvor to start this method of sav- dustman light side by side in the on the number of persons, young and the way I feel about it. I've decided
• m S IS S U M I M E M T
t h lf do the duty o f the army trenchqs; but the change in spirit has old. who during the past year have not to devote so much time to it."
Veterinary Surgeon
given
attention
to
saving
money
from
'come quietly. There will be no such
But whether you said that or not.
tbat fltoys a t borne.
Graduate University of Toronto
the “ first aid ” for human ills for
orderly, almost automatic
readjust small incomes, it is safe to say that just stop a moment and think -hard.
over 100 year*. Whether you need
All calls given prompt attention
"Over there" there are great surment in Germany when, her fighters, the result would be surprising. It has
it internally or externally, you’ll
HISTORY REPEATS ITSELF
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Oay 6294
find this soothing, healing, pain
those that remain, see their war lost. been often remarked that periods of geons who work 2u hours out of the
On the occasion of delivering his
destroying
anodyne
an
ever
ready
By now we know something of Teu- special stress, such as war conditions, 24. standing ankle deep in blood.
ageond inaugural address on March,
4 im
President Lincoln spoke l n i to“ ' c Pathology, and so, lething can for example, show a remarkable in “ Over there" there are soldiers, dying
A n g e l o f M o r e y
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..
ibe foreseen. With the reinforcements crease in savings bank deposits. This perhaps, whose wounds are wrapped
part as follows
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released from the Russian front, tho has been demonstrated in England
“ On the occasion corresponding
overlords will do their utmost to make ♦luring the three years of the present
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war. and reports indicate that the
every
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before
the
entry
TEETH FILLED WITHOUT PAIN
were anxloqsly directed to an im
in force of America. Then will come people of the Unit'll States and of
B
Y
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pending civil war. All dreaded
more peace offers, based as usual on Canada are also showing a marked
METHOD, ABSOLUTELY SAFE.
I t all sought to avert it. While
the “ war map.” Those peace tenders advance in the total of their saving.-.
the Inaugural address was being
craftily aimed at the dreamers every The two Liberty Li in drives in this
delivered from this pluce, devot
D E N T IS T
where, will be the German rush hard town and the State represents a large
ed altogether to SAVING the Un
est of all to stop. But we must stop number of si..- , rian s among the
ion without war, insurgent agents
it. Glimpses of the new world that is people ol small wag •> nd yet >rany
were In the city seeking to DES
DENTIST
to lie, after the war, come to#us from of these either mnl rash for their
TR O Y It without war—seeking to
Office over French’s Drug Store
time to time; but first of all the war bonds or took them on the Federal
dissolve the Union and divide ef
Office Hours: 8 A. M. to 5 P. M.
must be won. Stem days lie imme plan, which called for fairly large in 
fects by negotiation. Both parties
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diately ahead. A new German on stallments in the four payments by
deprecated war, but one of them
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y
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1
the nation survive, and the other
people themselves join the Mlies in sents the same response, and like the
would ACCEPT war rather than
Practice limited exclusively to
two Liberty Loan campaigns resulted
sending Kaiser after Czar.
let It perish, and the war came.”
in the loan being oversubscribed, an
Eye, Ear, Nose, and Throat
This merely goes to show that in
FOOD SAVING
achievement that would not have
Glasses .Fitted
the history o f the United States, at a
“Seeing is believing." Or put i:i been secured had not the small invest
Office Hours: 9 to 11 A. M.
crisis In the nation’s development.
crisper American phraseology, “I am or, the man or wvuan who savor from
I to 4 P. M.
tlMfrn are always those who decry the
from Missouri— you’ve got to show a small wage, responded as did also the
7
to 8 P. M.
neeeasltles o f war.
The same thing
m e!” Some of the finest co-operation people uof greater financial resource's.
Office in Dunn Furniture Block
Is going on today as then, the same >
-In food saving Is that which puts The off ('ring of the bonds in these
HOULTON,
M AINE
conditions exist now as at the time i
conservation before the American peo- loans has stimulated an increased dis
o f the civil war, yet every phase of this
1pie in tangible form, through exhibits position to save on the part of the
world war Is on such a stupendous
! that visualize the substitute foods of people..
ENGINEER AND SURVEYOR
scale that the civil war seems like a
Office 13 Hey wood Street
m ere qoarreL
g ra c e fu ln e s s
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HOULTON, MAINE
The unification of all parties in the
Established April 13, 1860

tie and for his widow and his or
phan, to do all which may achieve
and cherish a just and lasting
peace among ourselves anil with
all nations.”
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How true are the words of Lincoln
at this time:
"W ith malice toward none, with
charity for all, with firmness in
the righ t'as God gives us to see
the right, let us strive on to finish
the work we are in, to bind up
the nation’s wounds, to care for
him who shall have borne the bat-
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You certainly feel miserable.

H. J. CHANDLER

F tone, for

your stomach is upset;

your liver torpid; your bowels inactive; nervomness,
squeamishness, sleeplessness, biliousness, constipation— M E U L M W
ir*atwood'sBrim,
any of a dozen and one unpleasant symptoms arise ;
The True “L. F.” A T W O O D ’S M E D IC IN E is immensely
effective for these complaints. There’s nothing experimental
about it. A reliable prescription: marketed for these troubles
and
ALO NE , for more than 60 years. A staple medicine
at every druggist’s and general storekeeper’s ; large bottle. A
trial will prove as convincing as it is inexpensive. Sample free.
Th e “L. F.” Medicine Co., Portland, Maine.
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VIOLET RAY INSTITUTE
Specialist.-- in the use of High
Frequency Electricity
Paralysis. Goitre. Neurasthenia, W o
manly Troubles, Sciatica, Rheuma
tism. Eczema, Diseases of the stom
ach. Kidneys and Bowels.
A special department where Massage,
hand, vibratory and electrical is
given under the direction of a train
ed expert. Women attendants.
Consultation free.
Office hourrs; 9 a. m. to 9 p. m.
Sunday 2 to 4 p. m.
Telephone 80
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on some soils and with some crops | The new exemptions of $1,000 and |rodents, is hardly conducive to insur- \\ hether it be a matter of rriends, of by the clock. I believe in freedom
potash is the limiting factor in plant $2,000 will add tens of thousands to ing cleanliness of tableware at the ideas, ot business or of society, the and spontaneous effort, myself And
growth and crop production the a gri-jth e number of income taxpayers in j next usage.
fundamental base upon which the then she is such a woman to be A T
M A IN S AU TO ASSOCIATION
cultural value of potash may greatly this district, inasmuch as practically ! “ It is obvious that the character of thing rests is prefaced by choice. Sel- something; always a club or a show,
{every farmer, merchant, tradesman,, cleanliness in homes can be improved dom are we in a place where there is I think a woman’s place is in the
la miles Is a delusion and a snare. In exceed its monetary value.
volatile at a not very high professional man and salary worker j only through the education of the no choice of routes, no for and against home.” And yet. each is right, each
fact Is archaic. Traffic conditions are
.subject to such violent changes dur temperature so that in the case of fires'and a great many wage workers will j housewife, and by the insistence of as to procedures. There are right is doing her best, each needs to' learn
ing different hours of the day on the that are pushed so as to make a hot.be required to make return and pay j physicians that hygienic principals be j ways and wrong ways. yes. and there tolerance for the’ other
observed when infectious disease at'-'are also two or
same street or road that a speed that fire there is always some loss of pot- tax.
three or even more A woman said yesterday that her next
fliets a household. It is possible t o ! ways that are right, as well as
would be perfectly safe at certain ash. For this reason ashes from a fire |The law makes it the duty of the
wrong door neighbor had a barrel and a half
hours would be absolutely dangerous place or from a wood furnace used for ( taxpayer to seek out the collector, piotect the public from general care-, and which one we select, that one de
of sugar in her house, and criticised
at others. The standard should be a house heating will usually carry more ( Many people assume that if an in lessness, ignorance, or haste in pub- ■notes choice. This is the hardest thing
and envied her bitterly for what she
spaed that at all times is reasonable potasll than cook stove ashes and far come tax form is not sent, or a gov lie eating places, by passing ordi- i in the world for many of us to undertermed her selfishness. “ She ought
and aafe and the arbitrary mileage more than furnace ashes from mill ernment officer does not call, they are nances demanding that all eating [stand this fact that there are more
to sen it to tile rest of us, who have
This utensils in public places be subject to than two or even three ways of reachlimit eliminated. The mileage stand- hollers.
relieved from making report
none
at all, at least a large amount of
ard baa been discarded by many of
As potash is water soluble ashes is decidedly in error. It is the other j a temperature of at least So degrees ing a terminal and all of them are
it.
she
declared. And I heard an
the populous states that have an in- must be stored in a dry place protect- ( way round. The taxpayer has to go C. for one minute before they are titil- right. The bigotries of religion, the
other
woman
criticise the first speak
tensive traffic, and the reasonable and ed from rain j„ order to be of the high-, to the government and if he doesn’t izd by other patrons.
sharp lines that mark social strata, the er just as severely, the other day, for
"Dishwashing
may
appear
to
lie
a
aafe one adopted. Wherever this has 0St value Most of the wood ashes o f ! within the time prescribed, he is a
fine' lines that separate your way from being so careless and slipshod that
been done traffic conditions have im- ; commerce have been exposed to the j violator of the law. and the govern- trifling detail, but the science of hy m\ way, are all existent today because
even though she knew hard times
proved and the motorist, especially I elements and have thus lost quite a ment will go to him with its penal- giene is built up of trifles. P erfec the human mind has not come to un
tion in hygiene is attained only by at derstanding that your way. and my were coming, she had apparently made
tbe tourist from a distant state, h&s>part 0f their value. Ashes come un- ties.”
Seth W. Jones, Collector of Inter tention to the little things.”
been freed from the tyranny of the j der the fertilizer law and one should
way, while widely at variance* may no provision at all for her family in
secret speed trap and spiteful official.; purchase car lots of ashes only under nal Revenue, Portsmouth, N. IT, is
each be right after all. One nation s the future, but was actually living
women veil the face, another the feet, ttom hand to mouth. “ If she had any
Trafflc Conditions in Cities Should a definite guaranty for potash and Collector of the District of New
'The real reason why we are taking another the middle, and each stands sense she would take care of herself,
•e Made Safe
lime. Some ashes sold in Maine in car Hampshire, which comprises the State
That there have been so few acci lots in 1917 as unleached ashes car- of Maine, New Hampshire and V er all these food control precautions in shocked at the other's divergence from
and not play the lily of the field busi
dents on the business streets of five ried le8S than 2 per cent of potash, mont.
One religion sanctions
Great Britian is not to protect the civil the rule.
or six of our principal cities is due to These were wet and either had been
population at all. but to see that the things which another's forbids, and ness in war times,” she declared. It’s
the care and watchfulness of the mot exposed to rain or were leached ashes.
Allied armies at the front get their eac h declares the other a heathen and all in the point of view. A little wom
orists, for in most instances the ped
The potash in ashes is the form of
How many of those who approve the full rations. I can imagine no great- un offender against God One set of an. wife of a grocer, has been using
estrians have been allowed to roam potassium carbonate. Ashes are strong
legislation abolishing the common er selfishness on the part of a demoe- {rules holds for one line of business and molasses and corn syrup for three
the streets at will, crossing and re ly alkaline. This tends to make land
drinking-cup in many States stop to racy than to eat its full while it is a l-; another for some other kind, and weeks because she refused to let her
crossing anywhere and at all kinds of to which ashes are applied alkaline.
think that at every meal, public and lowing its soldiers, in that dreary land i broad-mindedness is needed to make
husband set a barrel of sugar upstairs,
angles, paying little if any attention As alkaline soils are favorable to
private, they are using dishes and in-whic h they have been for three |the two do other than c lash. Tolerance
to the vehicular traffic. It is a simple growth of the fungus that causes scab
years,
to
go
short.
The
very
work
of
1
for
anything
not
really
wrong,
tolerwhen the scarcity began to be known.
utensils from which scores of other
matter to make the travelling condi under normal conditions the use of
a
soldier
demands
that
he
should
b
c
>
ance
folanother's
views
and
stand“ What is good enough for your cus
persons, mostly stangers have* pre
tions of any business street in any ashes for growing potatoes has been
j a r d s if not absol utel y opposed to the
viously eaten? These utensils have the best fed man in the world.
tomers is good enough for me; sell to*
city in our state almost absolutely discouaged.
“ And not only have* we to protect j welfare* of the world, is the lesson we
all presumably been cleansed by washthem as long as it lasts, to the women
safe. Let there be designated certain
You are all . need most to learn and a lesson that
But potatoes require potash for their ing, in the intervals; but this, it will |the food of the soldier.
crossings, not too far apart, and have nutritious and from a food standpoint be noted, simply throws the burden of |aware* that since the beginning of the is being beaten into us by hard blows who have* children, and the old ladies
these marked, not with paint for
w e have come here, she directed him.
as valuable as smooth potatoes.
disease-prevention on the dishwasher, j "'ar the ships of the British navy and jarnl swift today.
w ill soon wear off, but by placing
At the present time where the im How generally is the dishwasher j those attached to it have increased! Two women live-on the* same* street; And she wa s a patriot, as much as if
across the street two rows of colored portant thing is to grow food one trustworty?
(tenfold. Sometimes we only think of each has a family and each loves her she could tight. Her folks, though,
bricks or stones, from six to ten feet should not hesitate to use wood ashes
Dishwashing as a household per-‘
nav-v *n tei'ms ot battleships, des- Jchildren clearly; each attends church,
called her another name not so pretty.
apart, and compel pedestrians to cross on potatoes when potash in other
Added tojund each pays her bills, and yet. ask
formance is worthy of study in con troyers and submarines.
the street at these crossings and no forms cannot be had. For potatoes j nection with the preservation of family these are thousands of small cra ft,’ Airs. A iiow she holds Mrs. B in es- They said she was an idiot.
where else. Also, all street cars should they should be applied broadcast at j health and in the realm of cafe, res- trawlers. drifters, observation ships, j teem, and hear her answer: Why.
stop at these crossways. Pedestrians the rate of about 25 bushels per acre. taurant hotel dining-rooms, or quiek- and on every one of these, Summer really. I know very little about her.
to be given the absolute right of way They can be put on with some makes |Um(.h places it is a matter of public and Winter and do not forget we j but she is evidently so careless about
at the crossings, compelling the weh of manure spreaders but it must be j t.onf>eM1> some recent observations have a very severe Winter in the; herself and her children, that I fear
traffic to stop If necessary
possible to regulate the delivery so i and experiments by Manheimer and North Sea and North Atlantic—-are { she is not what you would call a good
|he crossings the vehicular that they will not be applied too heav- Y banez, to determine the relative ef- men who must have their daily full 1mother, at all. They seem so loosely
Treatment for the blood, nerves and
Igjpliave the right of way. Un ily.
{put together; so without system and
ficiency of the methods of dishwashing ration to carry out their work.
liver— p u r i f y i n g , strengthening,
fe n arrangement both the ped
Ashes have always benn a valuable by hand and by mechanical apparatus,
“ Quite apart from our navy, which . right guidance. I want to take them
cleansing, winning its way wonder
•nd vehicles would have their farm asset and in these times of war j shows
.
has prevented any German ship from 'and teach them what real good bringfully just now— is:
One or two arrests for necessities are of special importance
Hood's Sarsaparilla, the superla
“ Their data demonstrates that if appearing on the ocean for the last 18! Up is. at times. And she doesn't beviolating this arrangement for agriculture. They are just as good
tive blood purifier and appetite
manual dishwashing we^e carefully months, are the men in the air. Can j long to any of the clubs, or things
weaM boon teach both parties their on the village or suburban garden as
and thoroughly performed there would you conceive a man going through j which I do. she doesn't seem to have giver, known for over 40 years.
regpeethre rights.
The jay walker on the farm.
Peptiron, the superlative pepsinCoal ashes carry no be comparatively little menance in the that hellish life, 18,000 feet up. cloth-| any social instincts, if you may word
nux-iron-celery nerve, blood ami
should bis treated exactly the same plant food that is available.
They use of dishes and silver thus cleaned. ed in elecrieally-heated clothes and it so. Really, she seems impossible to
digestive tonic.
as the reckless driver.
may improve the mechanical condi- Unfortunately, in performance, manual supplied with oxygen to enable him to us." And ask Mrs. B about her good
Hood’s Pills, the superlative
Road Signs
tion of light sandy soil but otherwise !<Hshwashing iB lcS3 satisfactory than breathe— can you imagine him doing {neighbor. Mrs. A. and she will tell you:
family laxative for biliousness, con
There is a general complaint in re have no agricultural value
is desirable, owing to the fact that the-jlto**! on half rations
■Reasonable as I want to be about stipation; pleasant, easy, effective.
Burn wood for cooking and for warm rush of patrons in restaurant occurs
gaid to road signs throughout the
Can von imagine the boy*- in ibe { things and lenient in my judgements,
What are your troubles? I f such
state. That some means should be Ing the home. Save the ashes and ap- |durlng „ mited honrs and dlshes must trenches surviving a week if we had the way she bosses those poor little
as to need all three medicines, why
devised whereby the principal high ply them to the soil in which potash j be cleaned rapklly for repeated use. to cut down their pork and beans an<l ,-liildi-en of her s and keeps them to a not have perfect, well-rounded re
ways at least should be properly sign requiring crops are to be grown. This j Speed is demanded, rather than clean- the various things they have to e a t! . measuring rule all the time; it seems lief by getting the combination?
I f you need only one medicine,
ed is apparent to all.
This work will save coal for the industries such j liness. The dish-water is not changed And can you imagine the men and as though everything they do is done
get it and take it— but do it now.
should be done by the different towns as munition factories and railroad frequently enough; the rinsing is in- women working in the factories and
While there is a law on the statute transportation of war freight. It
te. and th0 u,.yinB is performed mines, here in Great Britain, going
books compelling municipal officers to also add to the amount* of home grown with towels that would not pass a ten- [short? I hese are some ot the reasons
erect signs, the Supreme Court has food.
sor of public health.
\to whkh we in ()reat Brita]n attach
( ’ HAS. D. WOODS,
decided that they need not do so un
“ Mechanical washing elimates the! such enormous importance in the conDirector
less the city or town has specifically
uncertain hand-power, subjects the trol of the food of the people.”
Mr. W. S. Brown, R. F. D. No. 4,
appropriated money for this work. A
London Time
dishes to higher temperatures than
Box 82,
Rogersville,
Tennessee,
hill should be introduced in the next
writes:
are possible during the manual pro
Legislature compelling towns to erect
“ I feel it my duty to recommend
You won’t have to figure out your cess, and provides a time of exposure
Peruna to all sufferers of catarrh or
such signs before they could receive
to
water
of
a
temperature
sufficiently
own income tax all by yourself here
And one shall be taken and the other
cough. In the year 1909, I took a
their state aid for road work. This
after. The government is going to high to kill all non-spore-beariug ; jett o v er and over again this phrase,
severe case of the la grippe. I then
method worked wonders with the sod
took a bad cough. I had taken all
send out men to help you. It will be organisms.
i typical of the choice which comes to
law, and had It not been for this pro
kinds of cough remedies but got no
“ The significance of the deductions 1aI1 f0J. one or the other reason, drifts
up to you to hunt up these men, who
relief. 1 then decided to try Peruna.
vision towns would still be putting
will be sent into every county seat with reference to the difference in : through the mind, as we note from day
I used five bottles. After taking five
sods In the road the same as of old
town, and some other towns besides, efficiency between the two methods to day the doings of the world at large
bottles my cough stopped and my
*a. A
Only a Few Things Can be Mentioned
catarrh was cured.
My average
to meet the people.
Postmasters, lies in the fact that uncleanliness in j
Ohly a few o f the hundreds of things
weight was 115 and now I weigh
bankers and newspapers will be able dishwashing has a bearing upon the j
148 4,. Any one suffering with ca
that have been accomplished during
to tell you when the government’s in welfare of the entire consuming pub- j
Those who object to liquid medi
tarrh in any form 1 will advise them to
the past year can be mentioned. The
come tax man will be around, and lie, whether the meals are eaten a t !
cines oan procure Peruna Tablets.
take Peruna.”
motto of the Maine Automobile Asso
where to find him. He will answer home or purchased over a counter, or j
elation has been “ Work and Publicyour questions, swear you to the re at a table.
Sty.” not explaining itself, but working
“ Tn the average home dishwashing i
turn, take your money, and remove
by every available means for the ob
the wrinkles from your brow.
Re is not a remarkably hygienic process.
jects for which it stands. The only
turns of Income for 1917 must be made The water is usually below the temp
unfortunate thing is that our mem
between January 1 and March 1,1918. erature necessary for destroying bacship o f necessity is so scattered that
“ The Government recognizes,” Col- j tuna, because the dishwasher must
it is impossible to bring them and the
lector
of Internal Revenue Seth W. frequently dip her hands into the pan j
m otoring. public into close contact
Jones
said
today, “ that many persons containing the soapy water. The soap J
No advance in price for tlis 20-yearwith the amount of work that is act
old remedy 25c for 24 tablets—Some
itself plays very little part in the dis
experience
a
good
deal
of
difficulty
cold
tablets now 30c for 21 tablets- ually being done. In states with large
infecting of knives, forks, spoons, cups.
Figured on proportionate cost per
<5V1
cities, local clubs can be organized in filling out income tax blanks. It
tablet, you save 91,c when you buy
recognizes too, that, taxpayers resi-! glasses, plates, or other table uten
Hill's -Cures Cold
with large membership, which are able
in 24 hours - grip
sils utilized during the preparation or
in 3 days Money
to meet frequently and freely discuss dent at points where collector’s o f
consumption
of
food.
Unclean
dishback if it fails.
matter pertaining to their own local fices are not easily accessible find it
24 Tablets for 2Sc.
towels
are
too
generally
employed
f
o
r
,
At any Drug Store
ity, and depend upon the regular state hard to get proper instruction in the
law. Next year, when every married the drying of dishes which perhaps
organisation for advice.
may have been reasonably free from i
I f the autompblllsts of the State person living with wife or husband
HOULTON ASTONISHED BY!
infective
material. Rapidity in dish
~~uld realise the great amount of work and having a net income of $2,000. and
M ERCHANTS STORY
j
washing is not unnatural in the busy !
it is being done by the directors and every person unmarried not the head
A merchant relates the following:
household where the routine of dish- I
“ or years I could not sleep without j
icers o f the Association, nearly every of a family and having a net income
washing is not regarded so much as a |turning every hour. Whatever f ate ;
of
$1,000
for
the
year
1917,
must
make
florist in the State would be anxious
matter of hygiene as a problem of es- j caused gas and sourness. A l po had }
« become a member of the Associa return of income on the form pre thetics. and where the desire to get { catarrh.
ONE SPOONFUL buck- ■
tion without even being invited. There scribed, there wll be hundreds in
. .. .. .
v ,
: thorn bark, glvcerlne, etc., as mixed '
out
ot
tho
house
lov
pur,.osos
of
1-1-a-j
in
A(Uer.1
.ka
Brel,eved me IN S TA N T-I
every
community
seeking
light
on
the
Is one satisfaction however, that dur
sin e or shopping makes speed a manor L Y
Because Adler i-ka flushes the j
faw,
and
help
in
execting
their
re
ing the past six years, whenever, the
of primal interest. Furthermore, the j E N TIR E alimentary tract it relieves j
Association has called upon its mem turns. My own and every other col practice of permitting soiled dishes i an>' case constipation, sour stomach i
bers throughout the State to work for lection district in the nation will be .
, .
,
, „ , or gas and prevents appendicitis. It j
a specific object, the response has al divided into districts, with the county to accumulate or to remain smeared hasK QUICKEST action of anything1
with bacteria-breeding detritus, atF. FRENCH
ways been prompt and enthusiastic. as the unit, and a government officer
tracting flies or insects and possibly SON, Druggists., Iloulton, Maine.
informed
in
the
income
tax
assigned
For this reason every matter that has
been undertaken by the Association, to each district. He will spend hardwhether legislative or otherwise, has ly less than a week in each county,;
and in some counties a longer time,
In time been accomplished!
This organization stands for a square very likely in the courthouse at the
deal for every interest and every lo  conntyseat town. In cities where there
cality and will not cease its active are collectors’ branch offices he will
work until Maine has a completed be there, and in other cities possibly
POTASH
system of highways worthy of the at the city hall. My office will in due
time advise postmasters and bankers
Daiay Baker’mMother Soya
State.
and send out notices to the newspap
ers stating when the officer will be in
each county. Jt will be unnecessary
for prospective taxpayers to ask my
They Contain Lime, Potash and Phos office for forms on which to make re
turns. The officer who visits their
phoric Acid
w
Wood contains about 4 per cent county will have them.
•ah and bark contains from 3 to 5 per
same quantity of food at oneBread is so cheap and whole
"It may be stated as a matter of
half the cost.
some that it is the best kind of
coat of ash. Good merchantable cord general Information that net income
If
economy to eat lots of it. Cut
wood carries about one per cent of is the remainder after substracting
—and, besides saving money,
the high cost of living by eat you’ll have better bread.
ash. Wood from limbs has relatively expenses from gross income, l ’er.-.oning more bread and cut it still
more bark and higher ash content. al, family, or living expense is not ex
With the right flour, home
more, by baking in your own
baking is easy. My choice is
home.
Wood aehes vary In composition with pense in the meaning of tbe law, the
William Tell, and I use it for
tho kind of wood but on the average exemption being allowed to cover such
everything. It’s made in Ohio
y<
good hard wood ashes carry about 50 expenses.
for less than 5 cents a loaf—
— right in the Miami Valley,
per cent of lime, 8 per cent of potash
and that includes every expense,
whera the rich limestone soil
and one par cent of Insoluble phos
materials, fuel and time. It
gives it a delicious flavor and
means practically two loaves
wonderful baking qualities. It
phoric acid. The ashes from a cord
for the price of one—twice as
takes the ache out of bake and
of good hard wood will carry about 20
much for same cost—or the
puts the flavor in.
tor those Buffering from chronic or acute
pounds of lime, more than 3 pounds of
pulmonary and bronchial troubles, er
potash and about half a pound of phos coughs or colds, is
phoric acid. At present market prices
The Calcium preparation which may be
these are worth rather more than a
taKsn by the average person without dis
It is guaranteed under the Okie Better Flour Label, by the
turbing
digestion. An efficient tonic and
dollar. A cord of limb wood would
Ansted & Burk Company who make it, and by the grater wha
tissue builder. Contains no Alcohol. N ar
cotic
or
H
abit-Form
ing
Drug.
sells
it. It comet ta you with a triple guarantee.
furnish more ashes and have a high
$2 also. aow $1.59.
$1 size, sow 80c.
er value. Taking the potash shortage
Sold by a ll leading drugglsta.
Bchman Laboratory, Philadelphia.
M s SMOunt coupled with the fact that
Oaotfaraad From Pace 1

J

Potash is

WHY WE SAVE FOOD

DISHWASHING AND DISEASE

THE NEW TRIPLE
COMBINATION

Catarrhal Cough

INCOME TAX

Any one
Suffering with
Catarrh in
Any form
I will
Advise them
To take

THE OTHER SIDE

Peruna

Save 9/ac.
By Buying

Ever Reliable

CASCARA M 9UININE

LOWELL
A N I M A L

F E R T I L I Z E RS

J

Aroostook Farms
Need Potash

•we ever soid. o.

J

Cut Your Bread Cost by
Baking at Home

WOOD ASHES A VALUABLE
FARM ASSET

Insure your next season’s potato crop.
Potato prices will be high. With the Admin
istration at Washington demanding more
food the potato market will be sure.
Fertilize your soil. Make it rich and pro
ductive with Lowell Animal Fertilizers. They
are made from nature's products—BONE,
BLOOD, MEAT. High-grade Chemicals and
4% POTASH are added.
We guarantee the POTASH used in our
fertilizers to be water-soluble—the only
kind farmers can use.
Lowell Animal Fertilizers with
cost less, relatively, than ever before. Potatoes
are selling at high prices. One barrel of
potatoes will buy twice the fertilizer now
that it would four years ago.
Make sure of large potato crops and good
profits. Use Lowell Fertilizers. They are
dependable and guaranteed—buy from this
reliable, well-known New England concern.
you want to increase your potato crop 50
to 90 barrels each acre, investigate today.
Place your Order NOW. Write
H. W. Fowler, Fort Fairfield, Me., Gen'l Agt.

LOW ELL FERTILIZER CO.
Boston

AN IDEAL
LIME TREATMENT
ECKMAN’S ALTERATIVE

Use WILLIAM TELL Hour

c«oiidSa,R«d.rin,c..

Mass.
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RESOLUTIONS

A BAD FALL

!
Miscella neous
At a meeting of the Board of T> u s -I( rilnina! Sociology. Ferri
The
j tees of Houltcn Savings Bank, held First aid for boys, Cole & Ernst.
abroad
give
j Dec. 22, 1917, the following resolu History ot the Stars and Stripes,
tio n s were adopted:
fortunately she escape,, ser.ous
Stewart
|
Whereas, Don A. H. Powers, for Model T. Ford, Page.
injury.
Maurice
Ingraham
who
is
training
Services
for
public
worship
will
be
enlisted reserve corps, quartermaster
! many years a trustee of this Bank, Raymond, Lodge.
She was employed in doing some
held next Sunday
the Methodist in the Aviation service, arrived home
corps, etc., and then simply the words
died at his home in Houlton December Town Planning for small communities
cleaning In the dental parlors of Dr.
Church at 10.30 A M., and at 7.00 P. to spend Christinas with his grand“American Expeditionary Forces," not
! ^
Bird.
Clifford and stepped out on the flat M. with a sermon and special music i parents, Mr. and Mrs. M. D. Putnam, i 6th, -1917.
“via New York” or care Postmaster,
Resolved, That we recognize in him Under the Red Cross flag, Boardman.
roof over the Richards annex to clean
at each service. The Sunday School j Donald Putnam who is in Uncle!
New York,” “In France,” or anything
an officer whose judgment and sound Vagabonding down the Andes. Franck
some windows, and in some unex
else. These insroctions were issued
will meet at noon. There will be a Sam's service in the Signal Corps,
|business principles were of great val- ; " oodcraft for girls, Seton.
plained way fell through the roof sky
to the Army in War Department Bul
meeting of the Junior League at 3.00 -pent a few hours in town, Monday,
ue to the Bank, and a help to his as- j
Fiction
light into the Richards store, a distance
letin No. 44. July 20, 1917, but we And
P. M. and of the Epworth League at returning to Camp Devens Tuesday
soeiates. That we do hereby express i Anne's house of dreams. Montgomery,
of
sixteen
feet.
For
more
than
an
that a great majority of the troops
6.15. Prayer meeting Tuesday even morning.
our sorrw and deep sense of loss of , Bab, Rinehart,
embarking overseas are not familiar hour she was unconscious but a hasty ing next week at 7.30 o'clock.
Postmaster Sheehan reports that on
one who held our confidence and es- Christine. Cholmondeley.
examination
showed
that
no
bones
with them, and a great many soldiers
Mrs. Isabelle Daggett who was the Monday, December 23, there was re teem.
Coming, the, Snaith.
were
broken
and
aside
from
a
terri
In writing home, request their fami
County Delegate to the National W. ceived at this office the largest single
Resolved. That this brief expres- Deserter, the, Davis,
ble
shaking
up
she
is
quite
comforta
lies not to write them again until they
C. T. U. convention at Washington, mail ever received at Houlton. There sion of our esteem be entered upon Diversity of creatures, Kipling,
have given them a future address. ble although confined to her bed.
D. C„ writes that the meetings were were 76 sacks in the lot, three of which the permanent records of this Bank, Dwelling place of light, Churchill,
This, of course, makes a break of a
very interesting and were well attend were filled to the brim with first-class a copy be sent to Mr. Powers' family Extricating Obadiah, Lincoln,
month or six weeks in their hearing
ed. The Maine Delegation numbered ! mail.
and a copy given to the local press.
i In Happy Vall6y, Fox.
from home, which has a very depress
On Thursday, Dec. 20th, the W. C thirteen. The patriotic spirit was very
______ ______________
Major, the, Connor.
ing effect on many soldiers.
T; U. met with Mrs. C. E. Dunn.
At j marked and defininite plans for war j
p i n y IlDDADV
Man from home, Wilson.
this meeting a report was given of relief work were formed. Many Con-1 AVith the launching of the campaign
L Id K A K I
Mistress Anne, Bailey.
success with mothers’ meetings, gressmen and Senators were present: to se^ $2,000,000,000 of war savings
Some ofthe New Books recently The Sturdy Oak.
by the Supt. Mrs. C. P. Barnes. Com- ed to the convention and the general t stamps, an effort is being made to en- added to the Cary Library.
The policy of the W ar Department munity Christmas was discussed and opinion is that the National Prohibi-: list every man, woman and child of
Biography
ia the matter of ascertaining to what a very profitable and interesting af- tion Bill will be passed in the near ( more than 100,000,000 people into ac- Correspondence of WTm. Pitt. Out of
|five service for bringing the war to a
To the Hon. Justice of the Supremo
extent Army officers are physically fit ternoon was spent. Red Cross knitting j j>uture
a clear sky, Daviess.
,
, Judicial Court, next to be held at C arl___________ _
successful conclusion.
People who _
for sorvlce abroad is explained in the was carried on after the devotional
Correspondence of Wm. Shirley, Red ; bou, in the County of Aroostook
heretofore felt that they could not affollowing statement of the Secretary exercises closed,
Pepper’s patients, Richmond.
i State of Maine.
ford to invest in Liberty Bonds, even Geraldine Farrar (autobiography) Red ^ Mrs- Fern Drake McAfee of Stockof W ar:
| At a recent meeting of the W. C. T.
At the present time, scarcely a day to the amount of $50. will now have
“The conditions of foreign service
Rev. A. M. Thompson of the PresPlanet, Locke.
I hf°Jfm in,
ot Aroostook and
, . ..
.
_
, state of Maine, in said County of
la this war are unusually severe, re- byt©rfan Church gave a most excel- passes but that some idle rumor gets no excuse for remaining on the side j .*
Life and letters ot EdwardEverett , Aroostook, respectfully represents that
M
M
S
1
address from the subject: "Keep a start, telling of some great catas- line in the great struggle,
Hale, Shadow line, “Conrad.
! on the seventh day of January, 1914
For these war saving stamps are bettary science and adequately alert Our Home Fires Burning.
This ad- trophe that has befallen some of the
Life of Joseph H. Choate, Strong
Stockholm aforesaid she was lawphysically to acquire rapidly the les- dress was listened to With pleasure |Maine boys at the front, or at train- ing offered for sale at 25 cents apiece
Somewhere In Prance. Davis.
' : qlo ck h n lm 'li? Albert McAfee of sal#
„ u
_
_
|Stockholm that ever since said time
sons which the new form of warfare and profit by au present.
ing camp or that some Houlton boy at the banks and Post office; so that ,
Life of O. Henry, Smith Soul of a Bis- she has conducted herself towards
requires, hnt able to endure prolonged t
_________________
has been killed or seriously wounded, ! even the smallest child with a penny
hop, Wells.
! said Libelee as a faithful, true and
all of which if repeated before verify- savings bank can come to the aid of L ife of Henry D. Thoreau, Sanborn, i affectionate wife but that said Libe“The determinations of
lain* boards are impersonal and in i -pbe f0n0wing program was carried ing such a report grows in the telling, the Government, and at the same time
Understood Betsy, Canfield
1 *ee‘ re&ar(^ ess of his marriage covethe Interest of the
S k T S T i t o w~Ita”
St lead*- out by the Sixth Grade at the Central causing much anxiety among friends |save money in a safer and faster way Life 0f Theodore Roosevelt’, W ash-! O c t J b e ^ m ^ 'u t t C T ^
and relatives.
than at home
j
burn, Finished, Haggard.
! Libelant without cause, and that said
• n sad men, and will be affirmed by building on Friday, Dec. 21, 1917:
Don’t repeat any story that you hear j These war stamps will be issued in Memoirs of Col. John S. Mosby, Rus- j desertion has continued to the present
the department. This policy will no joy to the World
Chorus
time, being more than three years,
doubt commend Itself to the people Christmas Has Come Recitation
unless you are absolutely sure that it .two denominations, 25 cents and $5.00. j sejj p 0Uy Gf the Hospital Staff
during
which time he has contribute#
w i r v?„e
.* * > , is authentic and much worry can b e ;A “ Thrift Card” with 16 spaces will w illiam McKinley, Olcott Polly of nothing to her support.
saved.
j
be
furnished
to
every
applicant,
and
Lady
Gay
cottage
Dowd.
SM7 to deny the opportunity for for* Christmas Gifts Recitation
And your libelant further avers that
_________________
when these spaces are filled the card
eflgn service to soldiers of long experReta Robinson
the libelee has been guilty of cruel
Essays
loaco, it will be undereUwd to Imply ganta, Dear Santa Song
, can
— be
- - exchanged
--------- for a $5 saving
- cer- iBest man I knew, Hyde. Patty Fair- and abusive treatment toward your
prejudicial to the
H#8seU Ruth
libelant; also, that said libelee being
tificate by paying a few extra cents. I field wells.
of sufficient ability and being able te
Subscriptions for “Smokes” still
“Boards of this kind have already | Lula Carr, Nellie Currie, Phil Clark, continue to come into the TIMES To x|The $5 stamps will cost $4.12 each up Succeeding with what you have,
labor and provide for your libelant
to the end of next month, and will
fomd some general officers of both
Bernard Hagerman, Carl Clough,
grossly and wantonly and cruelly, haa
Schwab
bacco fund for the boys “over there.” cost one cent additional in every
tha Ramhur Army and the National | L<swls Potter
refused and neglected to provide suit
Poetry
Previously acknowledged
$85.75
able maintenane for your libelant.
month thereafter up to the end of j
S S L ^ S S r lS t
reflect Christmas Story Recitation
That your Libelant has made dili
Received since last issue
3.00 1918. On Jan. 1, 1923, they will be re Collected poems of Rupert Brooks.
upon the paet service of the officer or J
Elizabeth Adler
gent inquiry, but that the residence
Following are the donors: Ida May deemed by the Government at $6.00 Collected poems of Alfred Noyes.
ipon his present seal and willingness Christmas Day
Vinal Good
of said Libelee is unknown to your
Harding (Danforth) A. E. Astle, A
Eurfpean War
to je e k e p e ro o ^ Mcriflcee to the Come Play Wlth Us So;ig
Libelant, and cannot be ascertained
each.
Friend, R. L. Young (Linneus)
by reasonable diligence. That there
In effect, this means that everyone ' British navy at war’ Dixon,
o n V o f!
Leah Mc.ntyre, Ruth McIntyre
45 cents worth of tobacco which is will have an opportunity to save mon- ;Poe8 of our ow» household, Roosevelt, is no collusion between them to ob
onpaetty to perform a highly special* Christmas Recitation
tain a divorce; bat that your Libelant
sent for your quarter:
lee* and arduous type of service.”
|
Alden Robinson
believes that said bonds of matrimony
A package of Tuxedo tobacco and ey in the safest and most convenient Militarism, Llebknecnt.
ought to be dissolved, wherefore she
form ever devised, and at the same Soul of Germany, Smith.
four books of cigarette papers.
prays that a divorce may be decreed.
Three pouchee of Bull Durham to time receive 4 per cent interest com
Army A. Navy
And your Libelant further prays
bacco and three books of papers.
pounded quarterly.
By investing American navy at war, Chadwick.
C O ST S $359
; Christmas Song
Chorus
that reasonable alimony, or a specific
Two packages of Lucky 8trike cig
sum in lieu of alimony, be decreed to
Ooear A. Pickett, a Bangor market* Two Little Stockings Recitatioin
arettes, twenty cigarettes in each $82.40 in these stamps between now At Plattsburg, French,
her.
and the end of next month the hold- Life at the U. 8. Naval Academy,
man. has paid to Fred A. Tarbox of j
Margaret Taber package.
Fern Drake McAfee
A return postal card addressed to er is entitled to receive $100 in five |
Earle,
mddsfbril. a special Investigator con- The Christmas Doll Dialogue
Signed and sworn to before me this
the contributor on which the soldier years from now, a profit of $17.60. |Some naval yarns, Hall.
mooted with the office of the attorney
Elizabeth Lovely, Margaret Me*
eleventh day of December 1917.
will pen hie appreciation and grati
general, the sum of 9350 In settlement j Kinnon
Of course, at any time, tht stamps |
Hygeine
Wallace R. Lambert,
tude for the gift.
Justice of the Peace.
of a case of illegal shipment of venison Jes’ Pa’s Christmas Recitation
may be cashed in for their full face How to keep w'ell, Terry.
<L. S.)
value, plus interest for the period they How to live, Fisher & Fiske.
to Boston by way of the Bangor boat, j
Roy Ervin
AROOSTOOK, ss.
It fts alleged that much ot this veni- Solo
Myrtle Henderson
were held.
How to live at the front; MacQuarrie.
Supreme Judicial Court
The service at the Cong’l Church
•on was shipped under the name of W . 1je s’ ’Fore Christmas Recitation
There can be little doubt that this — —— — — .— —
. In vacation, Houlton, Dec. 12, 1917
In this action it is ordered by the
O. Pitman to one A. B. Taylor, as toilBernard Hagerman next Sunday will be at the usual hour, savings plan will meet with great suc
court that notice be given said Libelee,
10.30.
The
pastor
will
preach
a
ser
cess. A similar scheme has been in
lad as groceries and included the car- Christmas Welcome Song
by publishing the libel and t h i s
f HO Of doer with legs and in some j
Miss Thompson’s Pupils mon appropriate to the closing of the operation in England for more than
order of court three successive weeks
in the Houlton Times a newspaper
cases herna sawed off. The^goods were Recitation
Elizabeth Robinson year and the beginning of the New a year and has been bringing in about
BRAND
DIAMOND
printed and published at Houlton is.
shipped In barrels and boxes and upon song
By Six Little Girls Year. A cordial welcome awaits every $4,000,000 a week. But the main ob
„ o'
said County of Aroostook, the last
arrival In Boston were delivered by Duet
Marion Berry, Janice Clark body at this church, and a special in ject is not so much to raise funds for
g,
publication to be at least thirty days
,*»•
vitation to any to make this their the Government, desirable as that may
the steamship company to a truckman Christmas Eve Dialogue
before the next term of this court in
CO’
said County of Aroostook to be held
be, as it is to persuade the people not
employed by the Childs
Sleeper |
Miss Peterson’s Pupils church home.
LAD IE S f
at Caribou, in said county, on the first
The pastor of the Cong’l Church de to use goods and services that are
Csmpnny, a well known wholesale The Christmas Stocking Recitation
A A your l>rnircf«« for Cni-CHHS-TBR’S
Tuesday of February 1918; that he
meat house in Boston. Several ship-1
Myrtle Orchard sires to call attention to the fact that needed for carrying on the war, and to DIAMOND BRAND P IL L S in R ed and,
may then and there appear and defend
G
old metal'ic boxes, sealed with Blue
next
Sunday
will
be
the
last
Sunday
moats wsre sslsed by Deputy Commis- Christmas Day Song
Chorus
increase the amount of goods and Ribbon. T ak s jjo otb' m .' Bay «r your'
if he sees fit.
before the annual Parish Meeting. Let services that are necessary by w orkJohn B. Madigan
skmnrs Goodwin and Grant of the Mrs. Santa Claus Play
------------ -------.
.
u i A M V A u U U A N U p i l i .S, tor twentv-nve
Massachusetts Fish and Game ComMiss Thompson’s School all the members of the congregation ing harder and not wasting anything, years r.-garded as Best,Safest, Always Reliable. Justice of the Supreme Judicial Court
A true copy of libel and order of court
make a special offering for the mis
misskra.
Every 25 cents thus saved has a
thereon.
sionary
enterprizes
of
the
denomina
,
T
i
m
e
w o rth
Through the work
Deputy Comdouble value; it removes that much
Attest:Michael M. Clark, Clerk.
( t r ie d
TESTED
tion that we may show up worthily demand for non-essential goods and
351
misskmers Goodwin and Grant
In a recent issue of the TIMES a
operating with Harry B. Austin ot list of the prize winners at the County among the other churches, and that services and diverts that amount to
PhilUpe, chairman, Maine department contest of Boys’ and Girls’ Clubs was the work, so important in these days the winning of the war.
eftalaad fisheries and ga^ie, the ship- gjVen. Anyone not knowing the cir- may not suffer.

ad d r e ss o f a r m y m a il

Miss Dos!)a Brown met with a peculiar accident one day last week.
soldier's full I

only way to address troops
is to
the
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W. C. T. U.

WAR SAVINGS STAMPS

EXAMINATION OF
good
ARMY OFFICERS

LIBEL FOR DIVORCE

DON'T

u.,

these exam- j

SIXTH GRADE

TIMES TOBACCO FUND

m iC A L SmrMENT~OF DEERjW**k Be,ore C“

0race Moores

CONGREGATIONAL CHURCH

CHICHESTERSPILLS

&

of

co

BOLD BY ALL DRUGGISTS
EVERYWHERE

COMMUNICATION

Collector’s Advertisement of sale
lands of non-resident owners.

neatg, It la claimed, were traced ,to cumstances would wonder what beO m v a n «k »tt, a well known Bangor (Cwneof LltUeton. w m say right here

RED CROSS NOTES

Do Not Forget

mnrketlAAn.
18h8 w m certainly on the job.
The following notice has been re
The matter w m referred to the o f -1 W e #re badIy hand|capped at Littleceived at local Red Cross Headquar
6®*
attorney general and In ,on DOt having any postoffice, and our
ters :
epeetor Tarfeos went to Bangor. Upon ma|i j8 g0 heavy that no roan can
To all Chapters:
helng charged by Tarbox with the of- handle it. So unde Davie Watson
Many chapters have been making
fMeo. Ftekett acknowledged hla guilt takes what he can on Houlton Route
and aotmg on the authority ot the in- 3
Marvin Archibald the rest on shipments of knitted goods direct to
camps. It is very important to dis
t a g •ehertee and game department Montlcello Route 1.
courage
this as a wire has been re
Tarbon receded the sums of 1350 from , Conseauently Houlton and Monticeived from Washington which states
glcketi In aottlemont of the CMO.
cello got the honor and Littleton did
that it has led to duplication and con
.the work. If you will look over last
fusion. From National Headquarters
jweek’s TIMES I will help you pick out
in Washington they are distributing
The • follow ing letter was received Littleton's members. In the Potato
thousands of sweaters where most
from Prauce, thanking the donor for club are Percy Porter, Lin wood Andneeded, and calls are bound to con
a Streeter:
jerson, Beldin Tracy, Wilbert Berry,
tinue for some time as the demand
101 U. S. Engineers
|Percy Nicholson, Byron Titcomb and
still exceeds the supply by several hun
France, Nov. 6, 1917 Myles Weed.
dred thousand. The only patriotic
Mlse Gladys T. Bradford,
j Garden Club— Samuel Berry, Willis I
and business like method of distrib
QoMenrldge, Sherman, Maine, Porter and Helen Stockford.
uting is, as we have repeatedly stated
My. Geer Miss Bradford:
Canning— Helen Stockford.
through Mr. Hallowell, Head of the
I era writing to yon from a small
Poultry— W illis Porter.
Bureau of Military Relief of the New
town In Franco which is within the
W e are prCud of our boys and girls
England Division, 75 Boylston Street,
• e n d of the heavy guns daily, to and I know they are of the town <of
Boston, Mass., I cannot too strongly
thank yon moat heatily for your kind- Littleton, and hereafter we will give
„
,,
noee In donating that good heavy our address as Littleton and let Uncle
.neCef,S _y. ,° re ^
iously following these directions.
eweater “made on a farm up in Aroos- Sam's carriers send it on the correct
Ship all supplies of knitted goods
tooto" T in eweater hae been turned routes.
to the American Red Cross Bureau of
• f i r to a fftate of Main# boy of which
After the contest four of our boys
Supplies, 100 Washington Street, Bos
IlMfn are a few In thle company. Rest sent their exhibits of 10 potatoes each
ton, Mass.
aeenrad that yonr efforts In doing to Newport to the Maine Seed ImJames Jackson, Division Manager
y « « r “M t" are heartily appreciated, provement Association
Exposition,
and that the sweater will go a long Beldin Tracy carried off first honors
w gy toward making ono boy comfort- with a prize of $4.00. Percy Porter HOW TO CHECK CROUP Q UICK LY
There la one reliable remedy for croup
able.
and, $3.00; Linwood Anderson and that
every mother should know.
Mrs.
Sweet Clary, Ante, Va., writes: “I think
It rates here about 300 days out of Byron 'Titcomb $
each.
tha year and wa certainly believe It,
So you see we have the goods, I was
eve?etritdd T£ y mtfe® son1n^a?iy
ae wa hava constant proof in the shape glad to see the good showing that the JtoppC^d uphim coughing°in iboutan<five
of mad aad then more mud.
members
from all over the county minutes.”Relieves coughs,
colds,
iaTho man in this Company are quar- made at the contest, it being the first'
_______________ ____
toted la billets all over town and the year for
many in club work. They
honest aro set close to the street, all certainly
made a record thatwill be
the atahtoe being part of the house hard to beat another year,
and tha cattle yards on the road.. W ith
W hile you are reading this the
O C L O S E
T H E
Y E A R
W I T H O U T
oar other building and construction champeons from the county contest
work we are cleaning up roads and w ill be speeding to Orono to the State
T H A N K IN G
YOU
FOR
THE
S P L E N D ID
yards and the place is putting on a contest which takes place Dec. 19— 20.
PATRONAGE AFFORDED
US
D U R I N G
presentable appearance.
| Owing to the large enrollment (57TJHE
P
A
S
T
Y
E
A
R
W
O
U
L
D
L
E
A
V
E
A
DEBT
I with I could tell you more about 00) this year the college will furnish
oar work aad what we are doing but entertainment to only the first prize
U N P A ID — TO A L L ,
WE
EXTEND
THE
W IS H
the censorship laws are very strict winners in each county, and the leadFOR
A
H A P P Y
C H R I S T M A S
A N D
A
and we can say nothing of a military era from the luck club. So there will
character.
be only five from this county, Charlie
PROSPEROUS N E W Y E A R .
1 WO!>k> **
Tery ,la d ’ howeTer- to Carpenter and Burl Shirley, champecn
hear from you further, at any time, potato and pig raisers from Houlton.
aad tha address w ill always be the Hannah Turner and Mabel Cook, canmarking me wherever I go.
ning and garden experts of Mapleton,
O agt John F. Osborne,
and W illis Porter the prize poultry
Co. Bl, mat, V* 8. ffinfitneers
keeper of Littleton.
A l l * . (American fepedHtonary
Yours truly,
Varna)
CHAS. B. PORTER,
ste
WffiBF iMnw
f v w York.
• nam4m
s
Local Leader Littleton Potato Club.

to Pay your

State of Maine
Unpaid taxes on lands situated in the town of Houlton, in the county of Aroostook,
for the year 1917.
The following list of taxes on real estate of non-resident owners in the town of
Houlton aforesaid, for the year 1917, committed to me for collection, for said towa
on the 16th day of November 1917, remain unpaid; and notice is hereby given thafc
if said taxes with interest and charges are not previously paid, so much of the real
estate taxed as Is sufficient to pay the amount due therefor, including interest and
charges, will be sold without further notice at public auction, at Assembly Hall, High
School Building, In said town on the first Monday in February 1918, at 9 o’clock &. m.
Name of owner
Description of property
Amt. of tax due,
including interest
and chargee
Adair, James A.
Homestead lot W. side Foxcroft Road
with buildings
$13.78
Auber, Frank L.
Real estate and buildings Lot No. 7,
Part of Ingersoll farm, bought of Geo. W. Aub' er by deed dated Mar. 17, 1913, Vol. 267,
page 322
39.75Lot No. 2, Sec. E. Pearce addition No. 3
Clough, Lionel T.
and buildings thereon except sold' Morris
heirs of
(buildings burned)
4.44
House on north side of County Road .near
Dickison, Dan
Cemetery on Putnam land
8.8t
Fletcher, Charles B.
Lot No. 6, Sec. D, Pearce Add. No. 1,
with buildings thereon, bought of Philander
Fletcher by deed dated Dec. 17, 1914,
recorded In Vol. 275, page75, north side
20.25
i Fletcher, Earl M.
Homestead, being lot No. 4, Sec. B, Pearce
Add. No. 1 with buildings thereon, including land
bought of W. E. Carr, same bought of Mrs.
Ella E. Bragg, formerly Fletcher, North side
20.25
Gerow, Harry
Lot on West side of High Street, bought
of Abbie F. Crabb, Pt. lot 33, with buildings
thereon
17.40
Kinney. Harry P.
Lot No. 4, B, on West side of Spring St.,
with buildings thereon, % in common and undivided
of lot No. 4, on W. side of Spring St. with
buildings on north side of lot
18.4S
Linton, Jennie C.
House lot with buildings thereon south side
of West St., bought of Benj. F. Green by
deed dated May 3rd, 1915, Vol. 278, page 326
36.5#
March, Ida M.
House lot No. 14, south side of Grove St., with
buildings thereon, bought of John N. Adams
as recorded Vol. 267,page 542
36.75
Ramsay, Albert D.
Lot 4, Sec. F, in Pearce addition No. 2 also
lots 1 and 2 in Sec. F, Pearce Addition No. 3
with buildings thereon, bought of John W.
Ramsay by deed dated Jan. 15, 1910, Vol.
235, page 419, south side
17.44
Randall, Inez D.
House lots 16 and 16, on the northerly side of
Riverside St., bought of B. H. Putnam heirs
by deed dated Feb. 12, 1912, and recorded in
Vol. 258, page 572
U -l*
Commencing at the N. E. corner of lot No. 13,
Wilson, Ephraim
Range 1, running southerly on the B. line
37^4 rods to a stake, thence westerly at right
angles with the last mentioned line nine
rods, to a stake, thence northerly parallel with
the first mentioned line 37# rods, thence easterly
on the N. line of said lot 9 rods to place of
beginning, same bought of Mary Ann Adams,
by deed dated Oct. 14. 1906. Vol. 218, page 63,
bought of John Frlel, with buildings thereon
1.87
Lot No. 11, Range 3, North Division, which
Young, Leonard D.
nes W. of the Creek and all that part of Lot No.
11, R. 3. which lies east of the Creek, containing
75 acres, more or less, known as the Henry
L. Smith homestead, bought of John H. Brooks
by deed dated Feb. 18, 1917, recorded in
Tol. 394, page 881
44.5#

ELECTRIC LIGHT

GRATITUDE FOR SWEATER

BILL

Before Thursday |
Jan. 10

and save 12 1-2 per ct.

2.00

cin*y'i

Houlton W ater Co.

BERMAN’S CLOAK STORE

of

W ALTER E. C W IT T ,
December U, 111?

Collector of taxes ol the town of Houlton

HOULTON

WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 26, 1917

|UNITED STATES FUEL ADMINIS
TRATION FOR MAINE

C L A S S I F I E D ADS

C L A S S I F I E D ADS

TIMES,

Christian Science services held each
Sunday at 11 A. m . Simock Hall, Dec.
30th, Subject.
Christian Science ”
On the 1st Wednesday evening of each
month at 7..JO a Testimonial meeting
is held. All are welcome.

OF L O C A L I N T E R E S T

Portland, Maine,
Hay For tala— Inquire of Robt. Lost on the streets Saturday, a m an’s
dre«o glove. Finder return to TIMES
Dec. 21. 1917.
T. P eabody._____________________ 50t*
Office for reward.
Advtg.
To Local Committees:
'i v e t t l t i l n Tenement, 5 Rooms snd
Owing
to
the
general
serious
short
Bath on Powers Ave., 2 minutes i A Capable Girl fo r General H o u s e w o r k
Braclets. Watches, at OSGOOD'S All
OSGOOD suggests Useful Jewelry.
walk from Post Office. Apply to A. i mav obtain a position by applying age of coal both anthracite and bitu
prices.
Ask about his Fair Play Prices.
E. Astle.
i
to Mrs. Chas. W. Hannon. Tel. 232- minous in the State and the indica
Mrs. Victor Gilpatrick. of Davidson,
The town schools (dosed Friday, for
(S U P P L Y COM M ITTKEl
tions of famine, the conservation of
•For Sale— a 10 months old Thorough
the Christmas vacation of one week. was in town a few days last week, the
Halifax, Dec. IS, 1917.
the present and incoming supplies is
bred Scotch Collie (fem ale)
will
Save from Five to Fifty Dollars on guest of .Miss Virginia Donnell,
sell for $5.00. O. F. Finnemore. R. Lost— Saturday night, on the Bangor imperative, and immediate action
Mr L. S. Black,
152
Road or around town, a lady’s black
a Diamond at OSGOOD’S.
Gall at the TIMES office for sub
F. D. No. 2.
Houlton. Maine.
handbag containing a sum of money must he taken regarding the situa
Miss Dorothy Mitchell and Eliza- scriptions to all magazines,
Dear Sir:
|
and two hank hooks. W ill findet tion.
«Ona ISIS Ford Touring Car; One 1917
beth Smith, of Colby College, are at i Mr. and Mrs. M. M. Clark, left, this
Maxwell Touring Car for sale, in 
kindly notify TIMES Office, and re
In further reference to your tele
Your committee will please take any j
home for the holidays.
! morning for a few days visit in Port- gram of yesterday in regard to 2000
quire of L. R. Ingraham. Ford G ar
ceive reward.
1;)2
____________
necessary steps toward the closing of;
age, Bangor St. ____________ ____ 251
Order your Saturday Evening Post land, when* .Mr. Clark has business,
women’s garments that you hold at
Z
I" i
t-u
o—
! first; theatres, places of amusements,!
Speed For Sale— The Grey
Pacing
* .
0
.
and
Ladies' Home Journal at the
Order your renewals on all maga our disposal. In reply would say that
Wante d .-Conductors, 18 to 45 years.
Mare Leila Burns by Bobby
, and all non-essential heating. Second, '
T1HES office.
I zincs at the TIMES office.
Motormen, 21 to 45 years
Apply
we have received all the adult cloth
Standard and registered. Mark
Murk 2.9. - the possible closing of schools for a
Bay State Street Railway Co.. Supt.
J
Paul
Burns.
U.
of
M..
arrived
home.
Phil Somerville, a student at Colby ing that we require, hut are still short
liP/i, nine years old, eligible 2.16 lengthened holiday vacation also porof Employment, 20 Central St., Bosclass next season. Weighs ^
tions of public buildings not absolute- ■Thursday, to spend the Christmas re College, arrived home Friday, to spend of garments for children, and if you
ton.___________^ _______________ 252
pounds and is perfectly sound and ,
;
. . .
cess with his mother, Mrs. Herschel Christmas with his father. W. G. Som have- any among your collection would
kind in every way. Raced to her : ^ essential should reduce heating iejQeeirable Home For Rent, 8 Rooms,
erville.
Shaw.
be delighted to receive same.
mark this season. Also Bay Trot- quirements and the churches should
city water, with good stable, known
Empy's book, “ Over The Top" makes
Drink
Maple
Spring
water
and
en
We are almost overwhelmed with
u the Kidder farm on Court St. j ting mare Miss Jolla by Binjolla arrange to hold union meetings, and
Three years old. Standard and Reg !cverv possible action should be taken joy good health. Send your orders to a suitable holiday gift for any member the kindness of all our friends, you
Apply to Bon A. H. Powers.
istered. No mark. Worked a few
,
,
. J. G. Donovan, Westfield, Me.
of the family. At this office, for $1.50. j among the number, iuit feel that as
weeks the past season and then|™ your part to stop the use of coal
Wafers you purchase a Farm or House,
Among the l'. of M. strudents ar- j we are fully supplied with clothing for
J. J. Marriott was in Old Town last
be sure to call on C. 0. Grant. Real j turned to pasture. Kind, clever and j where not of absolute necessity,
riving
home Thursday for the holidays j grown-ups, that we should leave you
week
where
in
his
official
capacity
he
perfectly sound, weight 900 pounds,
a report from committee will be apEstate Agency, Market Sq., and ex
amine his fine list of desirable pro
together with Harness boots lacing •j)ret.jateti giving opinion and sugges installed the officers of Old Town were, Fred Whiteside. Donald Stuart to give to others those things that you
sulky, speed sleigh, robes and car-1*
‘
. T
R T>
perties.
*8tf
and Dode Robinson.
, were willing to turn over to us.
riage all at a bargain. Going out of tions regarding these measures in Lodge B. I O. E.
The
best
dreessers
in
Houlton
are
j As advised, we are still short of
-For Sale—Farm, Village Home, Wood ! the business. T. V. Monahan. Bar- your locality and the ad visibility of
Well look at that! Did you ever see
purchasing
their
Shirts
and
Clothes
' children's garments.
lota and timber lands. Inquire Jack j ker House. Fredericton. N. B.
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report from your committee will such a classy looking suit as that fellas A Jackins, R q »l Estate A gen cy,!
from C. B. Esters, who has the most
Yours truly.
|be appreciated giving opinion and sug- low had on? He bought it at O. B.
•Hamilton A Burnham Block. Office j —
up to date lines in the County.
Supply
Committee.
Igestions
regarding
these
measures
in
Esters,
and
it
is
only
a
sample
of
his
T A X N O T IC E
Honrs. 8 a. m. to 8 p. m.
Horace Dickison and Leland Lud
(Signed) Per G. Mac G. Mitchell
Interest at the rate of 12 per cent, your locality and the advisability of latest lines of suitings.
wig, are home for the holidays from
■ qy Holstein Bulla In Maine and Save
Supplementing the foregoing letter
! Hiv ordering this conservation of coal
»y. Grandsons o f King Lyons ; wil1 be added to all taxes remaining
ren
Mr. and Mrs. Geo. \Y. Beed, left. Exter. X. IP. where they are attend
money
a
statement
of what Houlton has done
ote o f ! to he made.
Large ; JmPaid Janua,v 1{,t- a
l>ei
and o f high testing dams.
Thursday morning, lor Pawtucket, It. ing the Philips- Exeter Academy.
for
stricken
Halifax seems pertinent.
■ous
calves
7-8
white.
W
rite
town
c
u
,pm„
,1
.
C.
HAMLIN.
vigorous
i., to spend Ghristmas with their child
W. E. SW ETT.
Buy useful Jewelry at OSGOOD’S
us today, other stock for sale. 100
On Saturday following this fearful
Fuel Administrator for Maine. ren who are located there.
Collector of Taxes.
for Gifts.
head grades and registered. Springdisaster several citizens of Houlton
& Leighton’s, Main St. (Published at request of Local Coindale Farms, Gray, Maine.
352 Office. Dalton
Why
pay
Big
Store
Prices
when
Owing
to
Christmas
coming
on
:;r>2
mot. resulting in the immediate dis
m ittee)
OSGOOD has the same goods at fair Tuesday this week, the afternoon of patch of f.500 surgical bandages and
-‘Over The Top’ And At ’Eml A familiar
Prices.
which the TIMES usually goes to press,' dressings donated hv the Southern
phrase heard by the JACKINS R E A L
Notice Of First Meeting Dt’Creditors
E S TA TE AGENCY. Our customers
Merchants around town are report this edition is necessarily delayed one Aroostook Chapter of the Red Cross
In the District Court of the United States lor
.are clamoring for all kinds •of Real
dav.
and Madigan Hospital. Through notithe Northern I tivision of the I fistrict of Maine. ing a splendid holiday patronage and
Estate and we are Hammering away
out of town customers are taking away
The Houlton Gash Market is show-1 ees given by pastors of all the churches
at ’em with all our "M ite" but our R e m o v e s c ause and o ve rc om e s In Bankruptcy,
in the matter of
on each train many packages.
supply Is falling t off. Beat P up
ing a good assortment of all kinds of i a mass meeting was called for Sunday
Vincent M. Audibert
in Bankruptcy
here on DOUBLE QUICK with
effects o f the use of
FORD GARS will he at a premium meats, in addition to Fresh Fish and ! afternoon in the High School AnditorBankrupt.
whatever you’ve got to sell. W e’ll
To the creditors of said Vincent M. Audiltert in the spring. Place vour order now Ovsters.
ium at which an appeal was made for
*shoot It across In the same time.
of Fort Kent in the county
of Aroos
money,
clothing and bedding. At this
through Berry & Benn.
took, and District aforesaid, bankrupt.
Miss Jean Dickison arrived home
Notice is hereby given that on the 22nd
meeting sufficient funds were pledged
Female Help Wanted— The publishing
Dr.
Gordon,
of
Lincoln,
and
I).
E.
from
Mt.
Ida
School
for
girls,
at
N
ew

day of Dec A D 1917 the said Vincent M. Aud
houses and manufaeturies of Maine
iheitwas duly adjudicated bankrupt : aud Coburn, of Dover, Me., proprietors of ton, Mass., on Friday last, to spend together with that already raised by
must depend more and more on the
that the first meeting of h’s creditors will be the Katahdin Black Fox Co., of Lin Christmas with her parents. Dr. and subscriptions on Saturday to telegraph
girls and women of Maine for em
held at tlie office of Edwin L. Vail, in Boul
over $700 to Col. R. S. Lowe, Chairman
ployees during this war time. W e
on the 12th day of Jan. A. D. 1918, at coln. were in town last week on busi Mrs. T. S. Dickison, Lawn St.
A ll ton,
of the Military and Civilian Relief
have at oresent many positions open W r it e fo r full inform ation.
10o’clock in the forenoon at which time the ness.
Talk about good looking Shirts, one
creditors may attend, prove their claims,
of fair or good education
Committee at Halifax; this amount
inquiries held in the strictest said
If you want vour lightning tooth I of Houlton’s good dressers was ask
appoint a trustee, examine the bankrupt and
In the subscription departbeing increased later in the week to
transact
such
other
business
as
may
properly
our magaslne COMFORT,
confidence.
cauie before said meeting.
approximately $1000.
tart you at $7 a week and
lightning, bring or send to the Saw! shirts. That's easy--got them at C.
Dated at Houlton, Dec. 22nd 1917.
as fast as your work jus
In response to the call for clothing,
EDWIN L. VAIL,
Dentist, No. 12 Kelleran Street.
j B. Esters of course. The finest line
's are equipped to teach
Beferee in Bankruptcy.
, ,
. . „
etc., over oQOO pieces ot all kinds were
Mrs M L Durein of Milo w h o has ot samples to select from ever seen. ,
,.
A^
,
thn typing, stencil cutting, letter
" * iU'
UUIK1U' 0 1 *uuo* " nu lias
j brought or sent to the Committee and
writing and other jobs at higher pay
N O T IC E
been the guest of friends in this town! Miss Flora Barrett, of Bridgewater, I sorted ready for shipment. By advice
and we keep the line of advance
166 Pleasant Avenue
The annual meeting of the North and Woodstock, for several days, re-1 who has many friends in Houlton will j ot- the Halifax Relief Committee with
ment open to still higher positions.
ern Maine Patrons Mutual Fire Insur turned to her home
'Our publishing business Is full of PORTLAND,
be interested to know that she has j whom the Houlton Committee kept
MAINE ance
Company will be held at the night’s train.
possibilities for girls who are willaccepted a position with the A. C. in close touch. these were held until
company’s
office.
Presque
Isle,
Wed
la * to work. W rite us and we will
NOT SO FAST Think! FORD car Perry Insurance Agency at Presque adjustment could he made of the im
nesday, Januar y 9th at 11.00 A. M.
sAnd our Illustrated booklet “ W ork
E X T R A W O R K FOR W O M E N
‘> prices have not increased, but an ad Isle.
ing for Comfort.”
This will give
mense quantities of similiar supplies
War conditions try the strength of
y6o an Idea of the work and the women. The overworked woman. m
vance in price in the very near future
Maple Spring water is equal to the which had been rushed to Halifax, to
future offered. A fter reading this, home, oftice or factory, will find in Foley
would not. surprise us. Play sate and celebrated Poland water in every’ wav. determine just what might he lacking.
I f ydu would like a position here, Kidney Pills a ready relief from kidney
trouble,
backache,
rheumatic
pains,
stiff
place
your order now. Talk is over Leave your orders at the T I M E S | In accordance with the preceding
yon can put In your application. joints, swollen muscles and that awful
with Berry & Benn.
office.
1letter from the Halifax Committee all
W rite toddy for the booklet to W. tired feeling. They assist nature m re
R. Gannett. Pub., Inc. Dept., A. T. storing strength and vitality.
Ever Peel a Banana Skin? T h a t’s It!
the children’s garments on hand have
Miss Catherine Cary, a student at
Beginning
today,
the
days
are
The Hatheway Drug Co.
Aftgusta, Maine.
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“ I should worry about those corns Dana Hall, Wellesley, Mass., arrived lengthening out, and from the exper- been forwarded to Halifax, leaving a
-—I just put some ‘Gets-It’ on. . .
.
Corns used to pester the world into home Thursday to spend the holidays j lence ot the past two months it is large quantity of women’s and men’s
W alter; hoped that the old maxim "when the i clothing in the hands o f the Houlton
a frenzy, enduring pain,digging, slic with her parents. Mr. and Mi
jdavs begin to lengthen, the cold be-1 t'ornmittee.
ing toes, tinkering with plasters and Cary, Main St
tape, tryng to fix a corn so it wouldn’t
a i Inasmuch
as these contributions
The
well
known
Maple
Spring
farm
j
^ ns to strengthen." may prove
hurt. But now no one in the world
myth.
i were made for the Halifax sufferers
where
the
Spring
water
is
found,
has
“ should worry," because the moment
you put “ Gets-It" ou, it means the end been sold by Mr. De Witt to Mr. J. G. ! AS U S U A L ’ There will he a short- and are not needed there, it may be
jj 'that some of the donors have in mind
Donovan whose address is Westfield, age of FORD cars in the spring
■t r
Me., R. F. I), and he will continue to wise. Place your order now through specific cases of need where their
1
donations may be placed by themselves
\
(j Berry & Benn.
sell water to all those desiring it.
'7 i ":\
! Jack McKay who has been in B rit to better advantage than through the
is h Columbia for the past 10 years en Committee. If there are such cases
F R E E OF C H A R G E
/1
gaged in the logging business, return- the articles given will be returned to
Any adult suffering from cough.
. .
rn.
.
t
, the giver on application at the Armory
cold or bronchitis, is invited to c a ll.011 home* r hursday, to spend Christat the Broadway Pharmacy and g e t.u ^ s with his mother. .Mrs. Kenneth up to December 31st, after which date
absolutely free, a sample bottle o f, McKay. High St.
Mr. McKay plans all remaining supplies will be turned
Boschee’s German Syrup, a soothing to enlist with the Forestry Unit for over to the various local Charitable
and healing remedy for all lung trou
Associations of the town for final dis
government service.
bles, which has a successful record of
posal.
*
'fifty years. Gives the patient a good
Saws are coming to the Saw DeuThe Committee takes this oppor
night’s rest free from coughing, with * t ist bv Parcel Post and it pa vs
/
tunity to express its appreciation of
freq expectoration in the morning.
k.p l]m n o.
Regular sizes, 25 and 75 cents, ijor
the generous reponse to its appeal by
' ‘( i r t n - i r ' I'u 4 « T v u r I'Y e f In ( lo v e r
— It K nd* t o r u s Q u lr k lj,
"Over The Top" is the most real the citizens of Houlton and adjoining
sale in all civilized countries.
of a corn. There Is nothing in the
istic book of the war ever written, towns.
world like “ Geta-It”— nothing as sure
by Sergt. Empey, an American who) HOULTON H A LIFA X RELIEF COM
and certain—nothing that you can
spent a year and a half in the Tren- j
M ITTE E
count on to take off a com or callus
ches in France. It tells what our j
every time, and without danger. The
Annual Meeting
W IT H O U T E X C E P T IO N
corn never grew that “ Gets-It" will
boys will have to go through.
On j
The annual meeting of the share
not get. It never irritates the flesh,
"I tell my wife everything.’’
r ’
sale
at
the
TIMES
Office.
never makes your toe sore. Just two holders of the Houlton Trust Com
"Ever tell her a lie?"
drops of “Gets-It" and presto! the pany will he held at the Banking
’Didn't I say I tell her everything?"
corn-pain vanishes. Shortly you can Rooms of said Company, Wednesday, N otick ok Fir s t M k k t in o o f C k k o it o r s
In the District Conrt of the United States for
peel the corn rirght off with your fin
the 2nd day ot January, 1918, at 10
A L L H E A SK S IS T IM E
the. Northern Division of the District of
ger and there you are— corn-free and
Maine, In Bankruptcy.
o'clock
in the. forenoon, for the elec
happy with the toe as smooth and
Brown— Have you forgotten that
In the matter of
corn-free as your palm. Never hap tion of Trustees and Executive Board
Alden J. Varney
1 In Bankruptcy ten-spot you owe me?
pened before, did it? Guess not.
from said Trustees and such business
Bankrupt. )
Black— No, not yet, give me time.
Get a bottle o f '‘Gets-It’ ’ today as may legally be done.
;
To the creditors ot said A klen .1. Varnev
from any drug store, you need pay no
|of Hndgdon in the county
of Anxwtonk
P A Y IN G T H E P E N A L T Y
and District aforesaid, a bankrupt.
more than 2r>c, or sent on receipt of Houlton. Me.. Dec. 11, 1917.
I Notice is hereby given that ou the isthday
Did the doctor make you give up
price by E. Lawrence & Co., Chicago,
Wilford Fullerton,
of Deo A. J>. 1917 the said Alden J. Var-j anything for your indigestion?
111
f ney w a s d u l y a d ju d ic a te d
hank-'
259
Treasurer.
!mpt: and that the first meeftng of hisi Yes. a five-dollar bill.
! creditors will lx- held at the office of j
Edwin L. Vail in Houlton. on the 12th
T H I S W A S NO J O K E
j day of Jan. A. D. 1918, at 10:00 o'clock
' in the forenoon, at which time the said
,J. J-:. Culver. 103 LabDr Temple. Los
creditors ma\ attend, prove their claims, Angeles, Cal., writes: "I have had about
appoint a trustee, examine the bankrupt, .70 years of experience with all sorts and
and transact such other business as may kinds of cathartic remedies—some good
and some y joke.
When 1 got wise to
properly conic before said meetiug.
Foley Cathartic Tablets for constipation
.
EDWIN !.. VAII.. .1 got in right The best I ever used."
I
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WHAT HOULTON HAS DONE

j

Burns

j

Neal Treatment

j

Drink or Drugs

The Neal Institute

I'LL SHOW YOU HOW CORNS
PEEL 0FF1

HOULTON TRUST COMPANY

Here's YOUR Chance
To Serve

Referee in Bankruptcy.! Do not gripe: no unpleasant after effects.
Dated at Houlton. Dec. is, p.t|7.
' j The Hatheway Drug Co.

You men and women are anxious to take your share in being of
real help to Uncle Sam’s men who are fighting your battles in
France. Here’s your chance. Fill out that coupon and send it
along today, to the
,

O U R B O Y S IN F R A N C E
TOBACCO FUND
This is a real, practical service, for nothing is more appreciated
by the soldier than good tobacco.
You’ll get a “ thank you’ ’ from the man who received your
tobacco that, you w ill keep the rest of your life.
F ill in the coupon now and do your share for the men who are
fighting your battles.

O UR BOY8 IN F R A N C E TO B AC CO F U N D
Tim es Publishing Co., Houlton, Maine

Enclosed find ..................................................

to buy

.......................................................................... packages of
tobacco, through “ Our Boys In France Tobacco Fund” for
American fighting men in France.
I understand that each dollar buys four packages,
each with a retail value o f forty-five cents and that in each
o f my packages w ill be placed a post card, addressed to me,
on which my unknown friend, the soldier, will agree to
send me a message of thanks.
Name ....................................................... .............................

YOU CAN GROW
MORE POTATOES
Do a real service for you r country.

City ...............................................

>■»— WlWI I

sta te...........................

STOP!

LOOK!

READ!

|S t o c k R a i s e r s a n d F a r m e r s w h y a l l t h e s e
j d i s a s t r o u s f i r e s a n d lo s s o f so m a n y c a t t l e

Raise

a banner potato crop next season with New

England Potash Fertilizers. It can be done with
good Potash Fertilizers.
New England Animal Fertilizers are made especially for
Aroostook Farmers. They are made from raw materials
that put life and fertility in y our soil—MEAT, BLOOD, BONE,
Chemicals and 4 '/<. POTASH which we guarantee to be soluble
in water. O u r fertilizers arc the ideal plant foods for potato
crops. They save labor by growing greater crops.
Fertilize freely this year and it will be your best potato
profit year. A barrel of potatoes will now buy twice as much
fertilizer as It would before the war. Commended by all New
England Experiment Stations. Order Now while we can
supply you. Write
T. L. Marshall, Fort Fairfield, Gen’l Salesman.

N E W E N G L A N D F E R T I L I Z E R CO.
C .n .o llJ .® 5* K id .r li,,C o .

A d d re ss.......................................................................Street

I

B o .t o n , M u i .

NA nEiW
E
N
G
L
A
N
D
m a l Fei-tilizei-s

j This is the reason:
Your barns are not constructed ofour S C IE N TIF IC G R A N IT E C A S T
STON E, but are of wood.
I Let us help you avoid these losses.
;W E are at WAR and LIVE S T O C K is IM P O R T A N T . "Do your bit" and
. use a building product that will save you the following extra expenses and
|worries.
Here is what will be your savings if you build of our C A S T S TO N E B U IL D 
ING UNITS. The construction does not cost more than wood construction
and is surely less than brick or mass concrete.
i 1.
It lays up in the wall faster than brick which reduces labor costs.
2. You save farm labor and lumber which will be needed in mass or reinj
forced concrete work.
|3. You save in insurance.
*4. You require no painting or repairing.
5. It is permanent.
6. We get your plans ready for spring construction. Our cost-plus-fixedsum contract is a benefit to your pocket, so write us your wants and we
j
will “do our bit" in helping you to beat the "Huns”.

;Bangor Cast Stone Products Compapy
|

F irst N a tio n a l Bank B u ild in g

BANGOR
Concrete

M A IM *:
Cast
iOH

Stone

for

Be a u t y

and

P e r in a n e n c e

HOULTON

TIMES,
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erment may or may not be pleased to The Im portance of Caring for Inves sured, and purchasers, benefited by
catast)opiie is there, and then the, responsjfile. We appeal to them it.
•recognize.’ The old War Committee,
high yield during the period of wait - 1
tors
which failed in its efforts to co-oper
!!
agiun rRC0,ve the ordlM' to the name of ‘ humanity and political
On January 1, 191(>. the book value ing^will we believe, realize eventual use its influence to restrain the public- wisdom fo do their dutv, to do away
ate with the Council of National De
ly
a
substantial
profit.
!
fense, was reconstituted as a Central ol' railroad securities held by 'life in
with a situation which may any day
War industries Committee of the surance companies was $1,583,000,000, : While markets cannot ignore the, " ° m
i
be
paper
suggests
means
by
which
bring
about a catastrope that will have
Chamber of Commerce of the United of which $39,000,000 were in stocks— fortunes of the battlefields, the pros-!
the manger can be avoided. It remarks;--results beyond the bounds of imaginaStates. Its function will be to per
perity of the last two years in this j
fect. extend and assist the organiza an approximation of 25 per cent, of all
‘The misery, despair and bitteYiiess
tion of war service committees to re the nvestments held by the life insur country has established a most favor-!
' ; . __________ ___________
present all of the great industries in ance com panies- -so that each of the able basis for stability to uphold it un- j increase from day to day and all the
authorities
seem
capable
of
doing
is
to
‘
their
relations
with
the
Government
T b s transformation of the business
th { e w a y o f a w o m a n
34,000,000 persons holding policies is der the demands of war. The business
during the war.
of the whole country is prosperous and preach economy. They evidently have
world in the United States from the
an
indirect
owner
or
investor
in
se
“ Each committee will be expected
no notion of the conditions:.in - the ' WhyTdon t you ask your husband's
pusults of peace to those of war is un to conduct an intensive survey of its curities of the railroads to this extent. promises to continue so. The fihan- j
workers’ quarters in Berlin, but we'ad-vVe?
der way, and is proceeding rapidly in own industry to develop the data of
The mutual savings banks of the cial quarter is racked with anxiety as
tome directions, slowly in others. The its potentialities and resources, to keep ' country hol(] nearlv $1,000,000,000 in to what may happen, when it might have, and we, to whom the poort.'aftd j
intend to as soon as I make tip
poorest turn with their woes, we ap‘
Iron and steel industry was the first itself informed of conditions and to be railroad bonds for the benefit of 10,- better apply brains and enormous
prepared on notice to give the Govern
Jg, to awing into line from the very na- ment anything it wants.
000,000 people, their depositors. This strength to bravely solving future peal today lit the last hour to th<&e niy mind what I shall do.
'y tape o f its product, furnishing war
“The Government, it is hoped will army of 50,000,000 people is intimately problems, however large, with firm ;
** .iNkfffe material for the A rm y’s instru- be ultimately persuaded to accept the concerned in whatever affects railroad conviction that the country's resour- ■
5"’' ments of destruction, ships for the war service committees as the most credit
and railroad
disbursements. ees are ample to meet the most strenJ Navy, motor trucks, and engines and effective points of contract with the The trust companies of the country nous and long-continued demands.
industries. Which remains to be prov
* • cars for war railroads, etc. Chemi- ed. The Government now prefers own around $900,(100,000 in railroad
*
cals have been widely turned in the dealing with industry through experts bonds, and the owning of railroad
j
same direction in supplying the de of its own.”
stocks by banks and trust companies
IE.
mand for explosive components. In
The Business W ay
amounts to $400,000,000.
National
strument making is being mobilized
An extaordinary picture of the coal
This is devotion to the nation’s pur banks alone own around $500,000,000
tor war and many establishments in poses, on a high plane. Failing to get worth of railroad bonds.
crisis in Berlin is given in a long ar- j
this industry are running the large endorsement from the Government,
The Tw o Objectives
tid e in the Vorwaerts. It may be ac- !
part of their output on these lines.
The first object sought to be obtain cepted that the description applies to
this powerful body of representatives
W ith less farm labor Aroostook Farmers must grow more
From all-around commercial pur
I
of practically all the business of the ed by this movement is such a con the whole country.
potatoes.
M ore potatoes can be grown to the acre by ut***g
suits, we are turning toward one pre
As regards the supply for the civi
United States turns undiscouraged to centration of power and efficiency of
Essex Potash Feitilisters. W e guarantee these Animal Fertilizers
ponderating purpose— the making of carry out its plans for organizing all the railroads, as a whole, as will pro lian population, the article says that
to contain 4% TVA TER*SOLUBLE P O T A S H . W cjiaveth e
thlk|e, essential In the present great
business or lines best fitted to enable duce the greatest transportation ser the whole business is simply chaos,
best potato fertilizer on the market— B LO O D , B O N E , M E A T ,
emergency, to win the war.
and that the resultant misery in the
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sepply tor war work. If all curities of the railroads of the United
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Moftey in the bank to your credit, often saves you much
expense and worry. :
How comforting it is to know that you have a reserve fund
at your command.
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Christmas greetings
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Houlton Trust Co.
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HAROLD P. MARSH, Representative, 15 State St., Hapgor

A man with the courage of his convictions, has
offered his entire plant to the U n i t e d S t a t e s
Government during the period of the war
A t present he is building thousands of Ambulances,
Trucks, Tractors and Aeroplane parts.

Warning

Only a limited number oi cars can be manufactured
during the next several months.

OR a holiday gift that
F
can be selected in a
few moments and which

wiR give great and lasting
pleasure, remember the
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ness and beauty, cannot be equalledHighest marking fo r tone quality
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Fresh lots of Foley’s Honey and Tar
Compound are selling at before-the-war
prices. This puts this well-known cough
medicine, ready to use, in homes at less
than it .costs to buy and mix the ingred
ients yourself, and all bother and muss
is avoided. There is no better remedy ,
for coughs, colds, croup or lagrippe.
The Hatheway Drug Co.
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tragedy of a great misunderstanding,
for which no instant relief it in sight”
After describing the failure to gain
•dtatal recognition of their devotion
to w ar.w eiiv and after the Govern-

Shawmut
READY

SONORA PHONOGRAPHS

Are You Prepared?
It not it is necessary that you place your order at
once.

Berry & Benn
Authorized Sales and Service Station
Bangor Street, H o t l l t o n
Branch at Island Falls

Paris

